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122 Documents
Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees

WO202284542 A1

Method and construction kit for producing a leaf spring

RHEINMETALL INVENT GMBH

apparatus manufactured from a fibre composite plastic

([DE])

Method and construction kit

RHEINMETALL INVENT GMBH

WO202284534 A1

([DE])
WO202284174 A1

Modular vacuum valve system for a vacuum transport system

VAT HOLDING AG ([CH])

WO202284172 A1

Vacuum valve for a vacuum transport system

VAT HOLDING AG ([CH])

WO202278693 A1

Method for shaping a semi-finished product, and device for

FRAUNHOFER-

carrying out the method

GESELLSCHAFT ZUR
FÖRDERUNG DER
ANGEWANDTEN FORSCHUNG
E.V. ([DE])

WO202278109 A1

Middle frame and electronic device

HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO.,
LTD. ([CN])

WO202276915 A1
WO202274231 A1

Artificial intelligence (ai) assisted analysis of electron

BATTELLE MEMORIAL

microscope data

INSTITUTE ([US])

Adjustable base element for furniture for lying on, and

BETT1.DE GMBH ([DE])

furniture for lying on
WO202273822 A1

Multifunction dispenser for dispensing cleaning-active liquids

MERCEDES-BENZ GROUP AG
([DE])

WO202273814 A1

Multi-point link for the undercarriage of a vehicle

ZF FRIEDRICHSHAFEN AG
([DE])

WO202273813 A1

Multi-point link for the undercarriage of a vehicle

ZF FRIEDRICHSHAFEN AG
([DE])

WO202273769 A1

Air spring

CONTITECH AG ([DE])

WO202273640 A1

Method for producing a component manufactured in part

LINDE GMBH ([DE])

additively for a technical device
WO202272424 A1

Visor with multi-position locking system

TROY LEE DESIGNS LLC ([US])

WO202271839 A1

Energy dissipation device

RXD RESEARCH EXCHANGE
DEVELOPMENT AB ([SE])

WO202269642 A1

Aircraft

OBRIST, Frank

WO202269540 A1

Aircraft

OBRIST, Frank

WO202269005 A1

Motor vehicle composite brake drum for a motor vehicle

CONTINENTAL TEVES AG &

brake, and new twist-lock production method for same

CO. OHG ([DE])

Motor vehicle composite brake drum for a motor vehicle

CONTINENTAL TEVES AG &

wheel brake and production method therefor

CO. OHG ([DE])

EP3988924 A2

Microplate reading device

BMG Labtech GmbH ([DE])

EP3988256 A1

Securing of a movable part of a machine

SICK AG ([DE])

EP3988261 A1

Gripper for a robot

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft

WO202269004 A1

([DE])
EP3989400 A1

Electric machine, transmission engine with an electric

Valeo Siemens eAutomotive

machine and vehicle with an electric machine

Germany GmbH ([DE])

Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees

EP3988758 A1

Gate for installation in the boundary of a sports or play area

Hau GmbH & Co. KG ([DE])
Futura Solution GmbH ([AT])

EP3984347 A1

Cutting device with lateral conveying aids

Carl Geringhoff GmbH & Co.
KG ([DE])

EP3982165 A1
EP3982167 A1
EP3981941 A1

Diffusor lens, light source, method of fabricating a light

TRUMPF Photonic

source and method of illuminating a scene

Components GmbH ([DE])

Diffusor lens, light source, method of fabricating a light

TRUMPF Photonic

source and method of illuminating a scene

Components GmbH ([DE])

Air intake for joinery, joinery and ventilation installation

Anjos Ventilation ([FR])

including such an air intake
EP3982003 A1

Air spring

ContiTech AG ([DE])

EP3981587 A1

Lightweight wall with reinforcement profile

Elbe Flugzeugwerke GmbH
([DE])

EP3981691 A1

Carrier rocket system with carrier rocket and starting

ArianeGroup GmbH ([DE])

assistance unit
EP3981289 A1

Piece of furniture formed from vertically and horizontally

Westermann KG ([DE])

extending profile parts, insert for a piece of furniture formed
from profile parts and drawer for a piece of furniture
EP3979222 A1

Method and system for transmitting position-related

Eckert, Manuel ([DE])

emergency calls from or to vehicles to a control point and for
communication between vehicle occupants and a control
point
EP3978835 A1

Heat pump system, heat management method, and vehicle

Zhejiang Jizhi New Energy
Automobile Technology Co.,
Ltd ([CN])

DE102021114690 A1

Rear side structure for a vehicle

Hyundai Motor Company
([KR])
Kia Corporation ([KR])

DE102021103039 A1

Trailer coupling adapter for attachment to a support shield

Hildebrandt Jakob ([DE])

DE102020213537 A1

Functional component for a motor vehicle, use of a functional

VOLKSWAGEN

component in a motor vehicle and motor vehicle

AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT ([DE])

DE102020128331 A1

Differential with lubricant passage

Deere & Company ([US])

DE102020132665 A1

Agricultural utility vehicle with a side stabilizer

Deere & Company ([US])

DE102020128039 A1

Collector

Brandenburgische Technische
Universität CottbusSenftenberg ([DE])

DE102020127932 A1

Ductless ventilation device

PGH Ingenieurgesellschaft für
technische
Gebäudeausrüstung mbH
([DE])
Schneider & Ozga GmbH & Co.
KG ([DE])

DE102020128125 A1

Use of a plasma polymer layer as a separating layer in non-

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur

ferrous metal casting

Förderung der angewandten
Forschung eingetragener

Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees
Verein ([DE])

DE102020127829 A1
DE102020127956 A1

Electric machine, geared motor with an electric machine and

Valeo Siemens eAutomotive

vehicle with an electric machine

Germany GmbH ([DE])

Vehicle structural component

Bayerische Motoren Werke
Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

DE102020127870 A1

Method and construction kit

Rheinmetall Invent GmbH
([DE])

DE102020127869 A1

Method and construction kit

Rheinmetall Invent GmbH
([DE])

DE102021120790 A1

Pick-up service trolley and waste pick-up device

MJF Investments BV ([NL])

DE102020127670 A1

Securing a movable machine part

SICK AG ([DE])

DE102020127316 A1

Method for producing a composite component, composite

Digel Sticktech GmbH & Co.

component and tool for producing a preform component of a

KG ([DE])

composite component
DE102020006481 A1

Component, in particular for a vehicle, and method for

Daimler AG ([DE])

producing such a component
DE102020006404 A1

Vacuum valve for a vacuum transport system

VAT HOLDING AG ([CH])

DE102020006403 A1

Modular vacuum valve system for a vacuum transport system

VAT HOLDING AG ([CH])

DE102020127222 A1

Modular vehicle roof system, roof module, method for

Bayerische Motoren Werke

producing a vehicle roof and vehicle

Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

DE102021205180 A1

Pedal mechanism for a vehicle

ZF Friedrichshafen AG ([DE])

DE102020126727 A1

Furniture formed from vertically and horizontally extending

Westermann KG ([DE])

profiled parts, slide-in part for furniture formed from profiled
parts and drawer for furniture
DE102020212926 A1

Method for forming a semi-finished product and device for

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur

carrying out said method

Förderung der angewandten
Forschung eingetragener
Verein ([DE])

DE102020126575 A1

Launch vehicle system with launch vehicle and launch assist

ArianeGroup GmbH ([DE])

unit
DE102021210949 A1
DE102021210976 A1
DE102020125859 A1

Composite motor vehicle brake drum for a motor vehicle

Continental Teves AG & Co.

wheel brake and novel twist-lock production method therefor

OHG ([DE])

Composite motor vehicle brake drum for a motor vehicle

Continental Teves AG & Co.

wheel brake

OHG ([DE])

Airbag module which is adapted to be attached to the roof of

Autoliv Development AB ([SE])

a vehicle, housing part of such an airbag module and vehicle
with such an airbag module
DE102021210948 A1
DE102021210971 A1
DE102021004807 A1

Composite motor vehicle brake drum for a motor vehicle

Continental Teves AG & Co.

wheel brake and method for producing the same

OHG ([DE])

Composite motor vehicle brake drum for a motor vehicle

Continental Teves AG & Co.

wheel brake

OHG ([DE])

Propulsion concept for combination of conventional rocket

Herrmann Mathias ([DE])

engines and air-breathing engines (lifting concept)
DE102021111923 A1

Aircraft

Obrist Frank ([AT])

DE102020125799 A1

Aircraft

Obrist Frank ([AT])

Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees

DE102020212625 A1

Multi-point link for a chassis of a vehicle

FASERINSTITUT BREMEN e.V.
([DE])
ZF Friedrichshafen AG ([DE])

DE102020212623 A1

Multi-point link for a chassis of a vehicle

ZF Friedrichshafen AG ([DE])

DE102020212459 A1

Adjusting device for a vehicle seat assembly

Brose Fahrzeugteile SE & Co.
Kommanditgesellschaft,
Coburg ([DE])

DE102020125925 A1

Natural mattress

Bachata Stiftung ([DE])

DE102020126091 A1

Lightweight wall with reinforcing profile

Elbe Flugzeugwerke GmbH
([DE])

DE102020006088 A1

Multifunctional dispenser for dispensing cleaning-active

Daimler AG ([DE])

liquids
DE202022101322 U1

Transport device

Soletek GmbH ([DE])

DE202022100556 U1

System for attaching accessories to a bicycle frame

MPR GmbH & Co. KG ([DE])

DE202022000112 U1

Mounting system for headliners and other garden furniture

Ganzmann Johannes
Laurentius ([DE])

DE202021101436 U1

Tool base holder

ZCC Cutting Tools Europe
GmbH ([DE])

DE202021101357 U1

Stand for an image recording device, in particular a thermal

Xspecter GmbH ([DE])

camera, and system for detecting objects comprising such a
stand
DE202020005395 U1
DE202022100872 U1

DE202021106583 U1

Connecting system for connecting two prefabricated

SCHERDEL Marienberg GmbH

components

([DE])

Device for producing a one-piece hollow shaft from a tubular

GFU - Maschinenbau GmbH

metal workpiece, hollow shaft produced or producible

Gesellschaft für Umformung

therewith and use of the device

und Maschinenbau ([DE])

Modular lightweight wall

strohlos produktentwicklung
GmbH ([DE])

DE202021101157 U1

Pneumatic distributing machine with a plurality of distributing

Rauch Landmaschinenfabrik

members and distributing member for such a distributing

Gesellschaft mit beschränkter

machine

Haftung ([DE])

DE202020004968 U1

Device for cleaning room air

Peuckert GmbH ([DE])

DE202022101036 U1

Bicycle, in particular electric bicycle with modular rear

FLYER AG ([CH])

structure
DE202022100046 U1

Soil tiller for preparing forest soils for tree planting

KEMROC Holding GmbH ([DE])

DE202020005627 U1

Mobile robot

KUKA Deutschland GmbH
([DE])

US20220132056 A1

Lightweight cross reality device with passive depth extraction

Magic Leap, Inc. ([US])

US20220131264 A1

Liquid crystal phase shifter, manufacturing method of the

Shanghai Tianma Micro-

same, and liquid crystal antenna

Electronics Co., Ltd. ([CN])

US20220128470 A1

Microplate reader

BMG Labtech GmbH ([DE])

US20220126977 A1

Radome cover shell and opening kinematic

AIRBUS HELICOPTERS
DEUTSCHLAND GMBH ([DE])

US20220126976 A1

Radome cover shell and opening kinematic

AIRBUS HELICOPTERS
DEUTSCHLAND GMBH ([DE])

Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees

US20220128027 A1

Kite control system

OCEANERGY AG ([DE])

US20220126048 A1

Thermoformed mask

Fisher & Paykel Healthcare
Limited ([NZ])

US20220125969 A1

UV Disinfection Device

Uvton, Inc. ([US])

US20220129066 A1

Lightweight and low power cross reality device with high

Magic Leap, Inc. ([US])

temporal resolution
US20220126765 A1

Insulating element

SIKA TECHNOLOGY AG ([CH])

US20220126885 A1

Tube section for evacuated tube transport system

TATA STEEL NEDERLAND
TECHNOLOGY B.V. ([NL])

US20220126490 A1
US20220126482 A1

Foaming of blowing agent containing polymers through the

Evonik Operations GmbH

use of microwaves

([DE])

Preconditioned resin aggregate

Thomson Donald William
([CR])

US20220121940 A1

Device and method for neural-network based on-chip

THE REGENTS OF THE

spectroscopy using a plasmonic encoder

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
([US])

US20220120296 A1
US20220120129 A1

Method for manufacturing a piston rod unit and a hollow

LIEBHERR-COMPONENTS

shaft

KIRCHDORF GMBH ([DE])

Modular Shielded Enclosures And Related Methods Using

Cordes Marc ([US])

Glidable Shielded Walls
US20220119702 A1

Composition, organic photostimulated luminescent device,

Okinawa Institute of Science

luminescent method and method for designing composition

and Technology School

for photostimulated luminescence

Corporation ([JP])

US20220119151 A1

Rotatable, stackable pallet container

Schoeller Allibert GmbH ([DE])

US20220119086 A1

Wing rig

BOARDS & MORE GMBH ([AT])

US20220119022 A1

Personal Grooming Mobile Service Cart

Mutha Pearl LLC ([US])

US20220117594 A1

Self-retaining retractor

Simple Innovative Solutions,
LLC ([US])

US20220117378 A1

Magnetic cosmetics tray

Plain Natalie ([US])

US20220117146 A1

Carrier system comprising a carrier and a mobile device for

NAITURE GMBH & CO. KG

tilling the soil and/or for manipulating flora and fauna, and

([DE])

method therefor
US20220117082 A1
US20220112837 A1

A stretchable interconnect structure and method of

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF

fabricating the same

SINGAPORE ([SG])

Internal combustion engine and method for operating an

THUGUTT Felix ([DE])

internal combustion engine
US20220112027 A1

Aircraft seat cargo container

RECARO Aircraft Seating
GmbH & Co. KG ([DE])

US20220111954 A1

Ducted fan of an aircraft, aircraft, and component thereof

Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche
Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

US20220113040 A1

Rear panel assembly of window air conditioner, window air

GD MIDEA AIR-CONDITIONING

conditioner, and window air conditioner apparatus

EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. ([CN])
MIDEA GROUP CO., LTD. ([CN])

US20220112586 A1

Cold rolled steel sheet

VOESTALPINE STAHL GMBH
([AT])

Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees

US20220112575 A1

A high strength high ductility complex phase cold rolled steel

VOESTALPINE STAHL GMBH

strip or sheet

([AT])

Tool for machining a workpiece

MAPAL Fabrik für

US20220111448 A1

Präzisionswerkzeuge Dr. Kress
KG ([DE])
US20220110564 A1

Intraoperative monitoring of neuromuscular function with

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

soft, tissue-mounted wireless devices

([US])
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
([US])

US20220112944 A1

Roller tappet for a fuel pump

Schaeffler Technologies AG &
Co. KG ([DE])

US20220111999 A1

Storage device

TANOS GmbH Verpacken
Ordnen Präsentieren ([DE])

US20220108047 A1

Optimization design method for new composite structure

ZHEJIANG UNIVERSITY ([CN])

under high-dimensional random field condition
US20220107077 A1
US20220105987 A1

Diffusor lens, light source, method of fabricating a light

TRUMPF Photonic

source and method of illuminating a scene

Components GmbH ([DE])

Land vehicles incorporating monocoques and modular mold

Workhorse Group Inc. ([US])

systems for making the same
US20220106789 A1

Sandwich wall construction formed of spaced-apart slabs

Ithaka Institute For Carbon

with insulation in-between having a high carbon content

Strategies ([CH])

Method and construction kit for producing a leaf spring apparatus manufactured from a fibre
composite plastic
WO202284542 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

RHEINMETALL INVENT GMBH ([DE])

F16F-001/368* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

GOUTIER, Ingo ([DE])

F16F-001/368* |F16F-2226/04 |

WEISSERT, Martin ([DE])
FÖRSTER, Jan ([DE])
BLANK, Dennis ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102020127870 2020-10-22 [2020DE-10127870]
Application data including date
WOEP2021/079418 2021-10-22 [2021WO-EP79418]
Publication(s)
WO2022/084542

A1 2022-04-28

The invention relates to a method for producing a leaf spring
apparatus (1) manufactured from a fibre composite plastic,
the method having the following steps: a) providing (S1) a
construction kit (11) which comprises a leaf spring device (2)
manufactured from the fibre composite plastic and a plurality
of stiffening elements (8, 8A, 8Aʹ, 8Aʹʹ, 8B, 8Bʹ, 8Bʹʹ, 8C, 8Cʹ) for
locally stiffening the leaf spring device (2), b) designing (S2)
the leaf spring apparatus (1) in accordance with a desired
application, c) choosing (S3) stiffening elements (8, 8A, 8Aʹ,
8Aʹʹ, 8B, 8Bʹ, 8Bʹʹ, 8C, 8Cʹ) from the construction kit (11) in
accordance with the design of the leaf spring apparatus (1),
and d) combining (S4) the chosen stiffening elements (8, 8A,
8Aʹ, 8Aʹʹ, 8B, 8Bʹ, 8Bʹʹ, 8C, 8Cʹ) and the leaf spring device (2) to
form the leaf spring apparatus (1).

Method and construction kit
WO202284534 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

RHEINMETALL INVENT GMBH ([DE])

B60G-017/02* |F16F-001/02

|F16F-001/18

F16F-001/22

|

|F16F-001/26

Inventors
GOUTIER, Ingo ([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification

WEISSERT, Martin ([DE])

B60G-2206/428 |B60G-2500/22 |B60G-017/02/3*

FÖRSTER, Jan ([DE])

B60G-2206/7101

BLANK, Dennis ([DE])

2226/04

Priority data including date
DE102020127869 2020-10-22 [2020DE-10127869]
Application data including date
WOEP2021/079403 2021-10-22 [2021WO-EP79403]
Publication(s)
WO2022/084534

A1 2022-04-28

The invention relates to a method for producing a leaf spring
device (1A, 1B, 1C) made of a fiber composite plastic, having
the following steps: a) providing (S1) a construction kit (8A,
8C) which comprises a plurality of differing leaf spring
elements (2A, 2B, 2C, 3A, 3B, 3C) of the leaf spring device (1A,
1B, 1C), said leaf spring elements being made of the fiber
composite plastic, b) designing (S2) the leaf spring device
(1A, 1B, 1C) according to a desired application, c) selecting
(S3) leaf spring elements (2A, 2B, 2C, 3A, 3B, 3C) from the
construction kit (8A, 8C) according to the design of the leaf
spring device (1A, 1B, 1C), and d) joining (S4) the selected leaf
spring elements (2A, 2B, 2C, 3A, 3B, 3C) in order to form the
leaf spring device (1A, 1B, 1C).

|F16F-001/368/3

|F16F-

Modular vacuum valve system for a vacuum transport system
WO202284174 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

VAT HOLDING AG ([CH])

B61B-013/10* |B65G-054/02 |F16K-003/02
F16K-003/316 |F16K-027/04

|F16K-051/02

Inventors
FREHNER, Hanspeter ([CH])

CPC - Cooperative classification

NETZER, Martin ([AT])

F16K-051/02* |F16K-003/316/5

|F16K-003/02/72

F16K-027/04/4 |F16K-003/02/81

|F16K-003/02/27

Priority data including date

B61B-013/10

DE102020006403 2020-10-19 [2020DE-10006403]
Application data including date
WOEP2021/078578 2021-10-15 [2021WO-EP78578]
Publication(s)
WO2022/084174

A1 2022-04-28

The invention relates to a vacuum valve system (10) for
closing a first valve opening (31) for a vacuum transport
system in a substantially gas-tight manner, having: a valve
seat assembly (30) which has a first valve opening (31) that
defines an opening axis and a first seal surface which
encircles the first valve opening (31); a closure component
(20) for closing the first valve opening (31) in a substantially
gas-tight manner, comprising a second seal surface (21)
corresponding to the first seal surface; and a drive unit (50)
for providing a movement of the closure component (20)
relative to the valve seat assembly (30). The valve seat
assembly (30) can be combined with the transport tube such
that a gas-tight transition is provided between the valve seat
assembly (30) and the transport tube, and the first valve
opening (31) corresponds to a tube cross-section. At least the
valve seat assembly (30) and the closure component (20) are
designed

as

separate

modular

combinable

system

components which interact in a combined state, and the
closure component (20) can be combined with the valve seat
assembly (30) in a modular manner such that the open
position and the closing position of the closure component
(20) can be provided by the movement that can be provided
by the drive unit.

|B65G-053/46 |

Vacuum valve for a vacuum transport system
WO202284172 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

VAT HOLDING AG ([CH])

B61B-013/10* |B65G-054/02 |F16K-003/02
F16K-051/02

|

Inventors
FREHNER, Hanspeter ([CH])

CPC - Cooperative classification

NETZER, Martin ([AT])

B61B-013/10

|F16K-051/02* |F16K-003/02/27

B65G-051/12

|B65G-051/18 |

Priority data including date
DE102020006404 2020-10-19 [2020DE-10006404]
Application data including date
WOEP2021/078571 2021-10-15 [2021WO-EP78571]
Publication(s)
WO2022/084172

A1 2022-04-28

The invention relates to a vacuum valve for closing a valve
opening for a vacuum transport system in a gas-tight manner.
The vacuum transport system has a transport tube with
multiple transport tube segments for transporting a vehicle in
the interior along the transport tube, and the valve opening
defines an opening axis. The vacuum valve additionally has: a
seal surface which encircles the valve opening, a closure
component for closing the valve opening in a gas-tight
manner, comprising a single-piece seal, which has a closed
circumference and is designed to interact with the seal
surface, and a drive unit for providing a movement of the
closure component relative to the valve opening such that the
closure component can be moved parallel to a closure axis
from an open position into a closing position and back,
wherein the closure component at least partly releases the
valve opening in the open position, and the seal contacts the
seal surface in the closing position and closes the valve
opening in a gas-tight manner. The closure axis is
perpendicular to the opening axis, and the respective course
of the seal surface and the seal has a first and second main
section as well as two lateral sections. The two main sections
lie on planes which are oriented at a right angle to the opening
axis and which are mutually spaced, and the two main
sections are connected by one of the lateral sections on two
respective opposing faces of the main sections.

Method for shaping a semi-finished product, and device for carrying out the method
WO202278693 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

FRAUNHOFER-GESELLSCHAFT ZUR FÖRDERUNG DER

B21D-022/02* |C21D-008/00 |C22C-038/00

ANGEWANDTEN FORSCHUNG E.V. ([DE])

C22C-038/02

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

WINTER, Sven ([DE])

B21D-022/02/2 |B21D-022/02/5

WERNER, Markus ([DE])

C22C-038/02* |

|C22C-038/32 |

|C21D-008/00/5

BACH, Mirko ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102020212926 2020-10-14 [2020DE-10212926]
Application data including date
WOEP2021/075277 2021-09-15 [2021WO-EP75277]
Publication(s)
WO2022/078693

A1 2022-04-21

The invention relates to a method for shaping a semi-finished product formed from a low-alloy steel, which contains at least
0.2% by mass of carbon and at least 0.5% by mass of silicon, wherein the semi-finished product at least at the austenitising
temperature thereof is inserted into a shaping die and, while a cooling rate between at least 30 K/s and at most 100 K/s and
an elevated strain rate between 1/s and 100 1/s are maintained, is roughly shaped until the temperature falls below the
martensite start temperature. After a semi-finished product temperature which is less than the martensite start temperature
is reached, the shaping is continued with a strain rate less than 0.1 1/s and the semi-finished product is shaped slowly to
near net shape and the cooling rate is reduced to a value less than 10 K/s so that, between the martensite start and finish
temperature, a diffusion-controlled homogeneous distribution of the carbon in the semi-finished product volume is achieved
and the shaping operation is ended when the temperature falls below the martensite finish temperature.

Middle frame and electronic device
WO202278109 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. ([CN])

H05K-007/20* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

HUANG, Yu ([CN])

H05K-007/20* |H05K-007/18 |

LIU, Jiaju ([CN])
JIN, Linfang ([CN])
LI, Fenying ([CN])
CHEN, Qiu ([CN])
WANG, Rong ([CN])
Priority data including date
CN202011111724 2020-10-16 [2020CN-1111724]
Application data including date
WOCN2021/116743 2021-09-06 [2021WO-CN116743]
Publication(s)
WO2022/078109

A1 2022-04-21

The present application provides a middle frame and an
electronic device. The present invention relates to the field of
electronic device technologies. The middle frame comprises
a composite material body, the composite material body
comprising a metal base and reinforcement bodies. There are
a plurality of reinforcement bodies which are distributed in the
metal base. In addition, the thermal conductivity coefficient
of each reinforcement body is greater than the thermal
conductivity coefficient of the metal base, so that
composition of the reinforcement body can be designed
according to specific thermal conduction requirements of the
middle frame. By means of the middle frame in the
embodiments of the present application, by adding a
reinforcement body with a larger thermal conductivity
coefficient in the metal base, the thermal conductivity
performance of the middle frame can be effectively improved,
avoiding increasing the thickness of the middle frame,
thereby facilitating the light and thin design of the middle
frame.
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A computer-implemented method, includes (i) sectioning at
least a portion of a real data set of interest into a grid of chips,
each chip comprising a real data subset of the portion of the
real data set of interest, and receiving a few user-selected
chips corresponding to ground truth examples selected from
the portion of the real data set, wherein the selected chips
define a support set for a few-shot class prototype, (ii)
encoding a latent space representation of the support set
using an embedding neural network, and defining the fewshot class prototype as a mean vector of the latent space
representation of the support set, and (iii) using the
embedding neural network, encoding a latent space
representation of other chips of the real set data of interest,
and, using a few-shot neural network, comparing the latent
space representation of the other chips to the few-shot class
prototype and assigning few-shot class prototype labels to
the other chips based on the comparison to identify features
in the real data set of interest that are similar to the few userselected chips.
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A base element (100) and a piece of furniture for lying on,
having a base element and a mattress, are proposed. The
base element has a frame element (101a) which is formed at
least partially from elastically deformable material, in
particular partially from foam, and which has a compartment
(102). The base element also has an at least partially
elastically deformable cover layer (101b), wherein the cover
layer (101b) is arranged on the second side (116) of the frame
element so that the compartment (102) is at least partially
delimited by the cover layer (101b), and wherein the cover
layer (101b) has a support surface, which is arranged
opposite the bottom surface (118), for a mattress. Also
provided is an adjusting device (300) which is at least partially
arranged in the compartment (102) of the frame element
(101a), wherein the adjusting device (300) has at least one
drive (108) and also a drive mechanism coupled to the drive
and is designed to deform the base element (100) and/or a
mattress (202) placed on the base element at least in certain
regions, wherein the drive mechanism (108) has at least two
rails (104, 104') which are arranged substantially parallel to a
longitudinal axis of the base element (100) and which are
spaced apart from one another parallel to a transverse axis of
the base element (100) by at least one transverse strut (103),
and wherein each of the at least two rails (104, 104') has at
least two rail elements (105a-105c) which are arranged one
behind the other parallel to the longitudinal direction and are
coupled to one another by at least one joint, with the result
that the at least two rail elements of each rail are displaceable
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with respect to one another by means of the at least one drive
(108, 108').
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The invention relates to a multifunction dispenser (1) for
dispensing cleaning-active liquids (2), comprising a housing
(3), which has a first pot-shaped housing part (7) suitable for
receiving medical products (6), and a second pot-shaped
housing part (8), which is situated on the first pot-shaped
housing part and is suitable for receiving cleaning-active
liquids (2). The first housing part (7): defines a first central
axis (10); comprises a loading opening (11) for the passage
of medical products (6); and stores at least one medical
product (6) which is placed in the first housing part (7)
through the loading opening (11). The second housing part
(8) defines a second central axis (13) and stores cleaningactive liquid (2). The multifunction dispenser (1) is also fitted
with an actuatable liquid dispenser (14) that defines a
dispenser central axis (16) and is intended for dispensing
cleaning-active liquids (2). It is essential to the invention that
the liquid dispenser (14), when actuated, delivers a predefined
volume or a predefined mass of cleaning-active liquid (2)
from the second housing part (8) and either introduces it into
the first housing part (7), in order to wet the at least one
medical product (6) situated therein, or outputs it to a user.
Here, the dispenser central axis (16), the first central axis (10)
and the second central axis (13) are oriented coaxially with
one another.
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The invention relates to a multi-point link (10) for the
undercarriage of a vehicle, comprising a body (11), which has
at least two load-application regions (13) that are connected
together by a connecting section (14). The body (11), which is
produced by means of a generative manufacturing method,
has at least two base surfaces (12) arranged parallel to each
other, each surface having a completely closed surface,
between which an open-pore structure (18) is formed which
is designed to be porous, wherein the porosity of the structure
(18) in the connecting section (14) is specified by the load to
be received by the body (11).
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The invention relates to a multi-point link (10) for the
undercarriage of a vehicle, comprising a body (11), which has
at least two load-application regions (13) that are connected
together by a connecting section (14). The body (11), which is
produced by means of an additive manufacturing method and
which consists of plastic, has an outer lateral surface (12)
which is closed over the entire circumference, and the interior
of the body (11) has a structure (18) which is designed to be
porous at least in some sections, wherein the porosity of the
structure (18) is specified by the load to be received by the
body (11).
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An air spring with an air spring rolling bellows made of
elastomer material with reinforcing layers embedded within
the rolling bellows wall, the air spring being clamped in
between a sprung and an unsprung mass, wherein the rolling
bellows comprises, within its wall at a first bellows end, a
tubular or cylindrical wall reinforcement which extends in a
longitudinal direction of the rolling bellows and which is
formed in addition to the reinforcing layers, said wall
reinforcement extending over an end-side partial length of the
rolling bellows and imparting such a dimensional stability to
the rolling bellows there that, during operation, the rolling
bellows rolls, by way of its wall parts located outside of the
additional wall reinforcement, on the outer side of the endside partial length, with the formation of a rolling fold.
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The present invention relates to a method for producing a
component manufactured in part non-additively for a
technical device, wherein a basic structure of the component
with a predefined wall thickness is produced (221) by means
of a non-additive manufacturing method, wherein at least one
region of the component is determined (213) with the aid of
an optimisation method (213), wherein in the at least one
region, a supporting structure is applied (222) to the basic
structure by means of an additive manufacturing method.
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A multi-positional helmet visor system in which the visor can
be repositioned to a plurality of positions. Cooperating
structures in the visor and helmet inhibit the unwanted
changes in visor position. The helmet uses a magnetic source
disposed on a boss in a sliding element of the visor, which
cooperates and mates with a series of ferromagnetic
elements disposed in detents along the medial front to assist
in holding the visor in place. The magnetic force and bossdetent structures inhibit unwanted movement the visor. The
visor may be inhibited from being lowered into the cyclist's
field of view by sets of cooperating stops on the visor and
helmet.
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An energy dissipation device (1; 100; 400) is shown in
connection with its implementation in train couplers. The
energy dissipation device comprises axially compressible,
irreversibly deforming steel elements (7; 8; 9; 401; 402)
arranged in a housing (6; 104; 403) and axially pre-tensioned
between a compression means (10; 406) and a counterpressure means (11;407). In case of an impact, the
compression means is moving in sliding contact with the
inside wall of the housing to provide axial compression of the
energy absorbing elements while preserving the integrity of
the housing.
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The invention relates to an aircraft having at least one main
rotor (13), at least one drive propeller (15), and a drive system,
wherein the drive system has a. a first electric motor that
drives the main rotor (13) and draws electrical energy from a
first drive battery, b. a second electric motor that drives the
drive propeller (15) and draws electrical energy from a second
drive battery, and an engine-generator unit that comprises an
internal combustion engine and at least one generator for
producing electrical energy that is electrically connected to
the first drive battery and/or to the second drive battery. The
invention also relates to a flight control system.
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The invention relates to an aircraft having a drive system;
wherein the drive system comprises a power unit (20), at least
one drive battery and at least one electric motor, which draws
electrical energy from the drive battery; wherein the power
unit (20) comprises a two-cylinder reciprocating-piston
engine (21) having two cylinder-piston units (22, 23) in
tandem arrangement and comprises at least one generator
(30) for generating electrical energy; wherein each cylinderpiston unit (22, 23) has a crankshaft (27), and the crankshafts
(27) of the two cylinder-piston units (22, 23) are mechanically
coupled to each other; and wherein at least one crankshaft
(27), more particularly both crankshafts (27), is mechanically
connected to the at least one generator (30). The invention
also relates to additional improvements of the aircraft and to
an operating method.
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The problem addressed is that of making possible a
particularly stable and nevertheless economically further
developed and improved manufacturing process for a
composite brake drum, in a manner which is flexible, efficient
in terms of weight, conserves resources with manageable
outlay, and in principle allows said composite brake drum to
be disassembled. To solve said problem, it is proposed
according to the invention that a new motor vehicle
composite brake drum (1) for a motor vehicle wheel brake of
drum brake type combines at least one sheet-metal base
component (2) as a wheel hub interface with at least one
friction ring component (3) as friction partner for at least one
friction lining, wherein the components (2, 3) have intercooperating form-fitting means (4, 4') which implement axial
fixing and a rotational lock and in particular mutual coaxial
centring through the formation of a bayonet joining interface.
The proposed bayonet construction furthermore defines a
newly configured push-turn joining process for the paired
components (2, 3).
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A multi-part fixedly assembled motor vehicle composite
brake drum (1) comprises a plurality of parts made of
different materials, in particular comprising at least one base
component (2) as a hub interface and at least one friction ring
component (4) as a friction partner for at least one friction
lining (6). The overall objective is to enable particularly stable
and nevertheless rationally improved manufacture in a
flexible manner which is efficient in terms of weight and with
reasonable outlay while saving on resources. According to
the invention the base component (2) is formed as a dish with
a base and a frame, and the frame has at least one separate
cam projection (21) which, for transmission of torque
between the base component and the friction ring
component, engages with a form fit in a cavity (22) in the
friction ring component (4), or vice versa.
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A method for securing a movable machine part (10) of a
machine is specified, wherein a respective distance value is
measured by at least one contactless distance sensor (12ab) moved along with the machine part (10) along a plurality of
viewing beams (14) and the measured distance values are
compared with at least one adjustable distance threshold in
order to decide whether a safety-related reaction of the
machine is initiated. The topography of an environment (20,
22, 32) of the machine is detected and a respective maximum
distance from the environment (20, 22, 32) is determined for
the visible rays (14) on the basis of the topography, and the at
least one distance threshold is adapted on the basis of the
maximum distance.
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The invention relates to a joint (2, 21) for a robot (1), in
particular a collaborative robot, comprising a plurality of
components, at least: a drive (16) for moving the joint (2, 21);
a transmitter (11) for providing speed, commutation and/or
position information; a heat pipe (9, 91, 10 a, 10 b, 101 a, 101
b) for removing heat from the joint (2, 21).
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The invention relates to an electric machine (1) which
comprises two bearing plates (6, 7), a Stator (5) which is
arranged between the two bearing plates (6, 7) and has a
laminated stator core (11, 11 a) and stator windings (12)
which are arranged therein, and a rotor (3) which is arranged
in the Stator (5) and has a rotor shaft (2) which is rotatably
mounted in the two bearing plates (6, 7). The electric machine
(1) also has cooling channels (13) which are arranged
completely in the laminated stator core (11, 11 a) and are
surrounded by the latter. The invention also relates to a
geared motor (30) comprising such an electric machine (1)
and to a vehicle (20) comprising such an electric machine (1).
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The present invention provides a tape gate (50) adapted to be
disposed in a tape construction (100) of a sports or playing
surface. The hinge gate (50) has - at least one gate leaf (1, 1')
with a frame to which a planking (17) is attached, - at least
one guide means which is arranged on the gate leaf (1, 1'), at least one second guide means which is in guiding
engagement with the first guide means.
In this case, the at least one door leaf (1, 1') has a first frame
(20), which is arranged vertically in an assembly state, and a
second frame (10), to which the planking (17) is attached,
which is arranged on the first vertical frame (20) so as to be
pivotable about at least one axis of rotation (D1) with respect
to the first frame (20), wherein the axis of rotation (D1) runs
parallel to the ground with respect to the sports or playing
surface and lies in a virtual plane above the first frame (20) in
which the first frame (20) lies. The guide means which is
arranged on the door leaf (1, 1') is a first horizontal elongate
guide device (21) which is connected to the first frame (20)
on the floor side, and the second guide means is formed by
one or more second guide devices (21') which can be fixed to
a floor (110) or a wall of a sports or playing surface within the
belt construction (100).
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The present invention relates to a cutting mechanism (2) for
attachment to an agricultural harvesting machine, having
stalk dividers (16) which are arranged at the laterally opposite
ends (10) of the cutting mechanism (2) and rotationally
drivable conveying aids (18) which are mounted with their
lower ends on the stalk dividers (16).
In order to reduce the length of the cutting mechanism (2) for
road transport, the stalk dividers (16) together with the
conveying aids (18) mounted thereon are each connected to
the frame (4) so as to be movable about an at least
approximately vertical axis of rotation (22) from the working
position into a non-use position, which are connected to the
frame (4) via flexible connecting lines.
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The present invention describes a diffusor lens (1),
comprising a first annular lens segment (2) and a second
annular lens segment (4). The first and the second lens
segment (2, 4) being concentric, wherein a refractive index of
the first and second lens segment (2, 4) in a cross-section
along a plane including an optical axis of the diffusor lens is
described by a refractive index profile (5) which varies in a
direction perpendicular to the optical axis and which
comprises a first sub-profile (12) which describes the
refractive index profile of the first lens segment (2) and a
second sub-profile (14) which describes the refractive index
profile of the second lens segment (4). The first sub-profile
(12) transitions to the second sub-profile (14) at an interface
(10) and the first and second sub-profile (12, 14) have a slope
with opposite sign. The present invention further describes a
light source (50) comprising a VCSEL (70) and such a diffusor
lens (1), a method of fabricating such a light source (50) and
a method of illuminating a scene.
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The present invention describes a diffusor lens (1),
comprising a first annular lens segment (12) and a second
annular lens segment (14), the first and second lens segment
(12, 14) being concentric, wherein the first and second lens
segment (12, 14) adjoin at an interface (10), and wherein a
first surface profile (22) of the first lens segment (12) and a
second surface profile (24) of the second lens segment (14)
have a slope with opposite sign in a cross-section along a
plane including an optical axis of the diffusor lens (1). The
present invention further describes a light source (50)
comprising a VCSEL (70) and such a diffusor lens (1), a
method of fabricating such a light source (50) and a method
of illuminating a scene.
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Air inlet (100), configured to be mounted on an air passage
(46) passing through a joinery (4), the passage (46) having an
inner opening (48 A) and an opposite outer opening (48 B) and
being configured to allow an air flow (F46) to pass. The air
inlet (100) includes a filter module (130) for filtering the air
stream (F46). The filtration module (130) is configured to be
fixed directly to the joinery (4) facing the inner opening (48 A).
According to the invention, the filtration module also
comprises a support (134) which delimits a housing for
receiving a filter (132) and which is intended to be fixed
directly to the joinery (4), the support (134) comprising lugs
for holding the filter in the housing and facing the internal
opening (48 A).
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An air spring with an air spring rolling bellows made of
elastomer material with reinforcing layers embedded within
the rolling bellows wall, the air spring being clamped in
between a sprung and an unsprung mass, wherein the rolling
bellows comprises, within its wall at a first bellows end, a
tubular or cylindrical wall reinforcement which extends in a
longitudinal direction of the rolling bellows and which is
formed in addition to the reinforcing layers, said wall
reinforcement extending over an end-side partial length of the
rolling bellows and imparting such a dimensional stability to
the rolling bellows there that, during operation, the rolling
bellows rolls, by way of its wall parts located outside of the
additional wall reinforcement, on the outer side of the endside partial length, with the formation of a rolling fold.
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Lightweight wall with reinforcement profile
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The invention relates to a lightweight wall comprising a local
reinforcement. The lightweight wall comprises a wall element
which is produced in sandwich construction and has a first
outer layer, a second outer layer and a core layer arranged
between them. In the core layer, at locally heavily loaded
positions of the lightweight wall, there is a recess into which
an

elongated

reinforcing

profile

is

introduced.

The

reinforcement profile has a first shoulder region, a second
shoulder region, a first sidewall, a second sidewall, and a
bottom support surface. The first sidewall is connected to the
first shoulder region and the second sidewall is connected to
the second shoulder region. The lower support surface
connects the first sidewall and the second sidewall such that
a cavity is formed between the first sidewall, the second
sidewall, and the lower support surface. With the shoulder
regions and the lower support surface, the elongated
reinforcement profile supports the first cover layer and the
second cover layer and thereby locally reinforces the
lightweight wall.
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Disclosed is a launch vehicle system (1) comprising a launch
vehicle (100) and a launch aid unit (200) that is or can be
detachably connected to the launch vehicle (100). The launch
vehicle system is set up, in the event of thrust being generated
by at least one engine (Fig.). 1) Of the launch vehicle 100 by
means of the launch aid unit 200 in a horizontal launch. In this
case, after the supersonic speed has been reached, the
launch aid unit can be detached from the further flying launch
vehicle and is set up to fly back to the earth's surface O after
it has been detached V/5 from the launch vehicle. The launch
aid unit preferably offers all structural supports required in
order to be able to use a launch vehicle, which has been
designed for vertical launch, or its essential components
without structural changes.
The invention also relates to a take-off method for a launch
vehicle system (1) and to a production method for a launch
vehicle system (1).
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Piece of furniture formed from vertically and horizontally extending profile parts, insert for a
piece of furniture formed from profile parts and drawer for a piece of furniture
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The invention relates to a piece of furniture (1) which is
formed from vertically and horizontally running profile parts
(5, 6) and has at least side walls (10) and a rear wall (11), the
profile parts (5, 6) delimiting compartments (F) with respect
to the side walls (10) and, if appropriate, the rear wall (11),
wherein one or more compartments (F) are provided with an
infill based on one or more plate parts, wherein furthermore a
horizontally extending profile part (6) has an inner and outer
marginal edge (12, And an imaginary point of intersection (S)
of two border edges (12, 13) running at right angles to one
another forms a corner (E) of the rectangle (R), and the
compartments (F) have a compartment depth (t) which is
determined by the perpendicular distance between the inner
and the outer border edge (12, 13) Of a horizontally extending
profile part (6), wherein a plate part (37), which has an inner
surface (53) extending parallel to a vertical plane (V), is
fastened within the depth (t) of the compartment (F) to the
inner surface (53) relative to the profile parts (5, 6). In order to
design a piece of furniture of the type in question in a
favorable manner, it is proposed that the plate part (37) is
fastened to a metallic plate (17, 36) having a uniformly
distributed cavity structure (20). The invention also relates to
an insertion part (3) and a drawer (39) for a piece of furniture
(1).
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Method and system for transmitting position-related emergency calls from or to vehicles to a
control point and for communication between vehicle occupants and a control point
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The invention relates to a method for transmitting positionrelated emergency calls from or from vehicles to a control
center and for communicating between vehicle occupants
and a control center. In particular, an emergency call data
record is sent to a server system via a mobile radio network
or internet on the basis of a triggered emergency call by a
system integrated in a vehicle and is transmitted as an
emergency call message to a control center. Furthermore, the
emergency call can be triggered automatically by an accident
vehicle or manually by an emergency vehicle occupant. The
generated emergency call data set comprises location data,
vehicle data, personal data, audio data, image data and/or
video data. An operating device installed in the vehicle serves
in particular as an input for the manual triggering of an
emergency call by the vehicle occupant.
The invention also relates to a system for transmitting
position-related emergency calls from or from vehicles to a
control center and for communicating between vehicle
occupants and a control center, wherein the system
comprises a vehicle, a control center and a server system.
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A heat pump system, a heat management method, and a
vehicle. The heat pump system comprises an integrated heat
exchanger (5) having a superconducting fluid channel and a
cooling medium channel; the cooling medium channel is
arranged inside of an onboard cooling medium cycling loop
and is used for cooling and/or heating so as to adjust the
temperature inside of the vehicle passenger cabin; the
superconducting fluid channel is connected to a motor heat
dissipating pipe, for absorbing the heat dissipated by an
onboard motor (1), and transferring the heat to the integrated
heat exchanger (5) by means of phase change heat transfer.
The heat pump enhances the energy utilization rate for a
whole vehicle, and reduces the permissible ambient
temperature for a heat pump system.
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An embodiment of a rear side structure (10) for a vehicle
comprises a rear side member (11) extending in a longitudinal
direction of the vehicle, a shock absorber mounting member
(12) connected to the rear side member (11), and a rear
wheelhouse panel (13), wherein the shock absorber
attachment member (12) and the rear wheelhouse panel (13)
are connected such that the shock absorber attachment
member (12) and the rear wheelhouse panel (13) form a
wheelhouse.
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The invention relates to a trailer coupling adapter. It is used
for fastening to a supporting shield of an earth-moving
machine, in particular of an excavator. The trailer coupling
adapter comprises a first clamping arrangement and a
second

clamping

arrangement

and

a

tensioning

arrangement. The first clamping arrangement comprises a
clamping means with a contact region, a guide means and a
fastening unit with a fastening surface on which a trailer
coupling is fastened. The second clamping arrangement
comprises a clamping means with a contact region and a
guide means. The first and the second clamping arrangement
are connected to one another so as to be adjustable relative
to one another via a longitudinal guide. The guide means of
the two clamping arrangements are components of the
longitudinal guide. The adjustment of the clamping means
and/or the generation of a clamping force can be effected
with the clamping arrangement in such a way that, in that the
clamping means of the first and the second clamping
arrangement can enclose and/or clamp a supporting shield in
its supporting shield height, and in that, in the process, the
contact region of one of the two clamping means can be
brought into contact with the lower edge, and in that the
contact region of the other of the two clamping means can be
brought into contact with the upper edge of the supporting
shield.
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The invention relates to a functional component (1) for a
motor vehicle, said functional component (1) comprising a
casing (3), a cavity (4) and a support structure. The sleeve (3)
surrounds the cavity (4), and the support structure is arranged
inside the cavity (4) and is connected to the sleeve (3). The
casing (3), the cavity (4) and the support structure extend
along a longitudinal extension direction (X) of the functional
component (1). The support structure is formed by at least
one bending-resistant and/or bending-resistant perforated
rail (10).
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A differential assembly comprising a differential case
adapted to support at least one shaft having a gear, a roller
bearing adapted to support the shaft held in the differential
case, a cover fixed to the differential case, and which fixes the
bearing on the differential housing, wherein the differential
housing is designed for connection to a lubricant supply,
wherein a circumferential first lubricant channel is formed in
the differential housing on one side of the roller bearing, and
a further circumferential second lubricant channel is formed
between the cover and the roller bearing on the other side of
the roller bearing, and an inner third lubricant channel is
formed in the differential housing and extends from the
second lubricant channel along within a wall of the differential
housing, up to an inner side of the differential housing, so that
lubricant flows from the first lubricant channel through the
roller bearing into the second lubricant channel and
subsequently through the third lubricant channel and passes
into the interior of the differential housing.
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The invention relates to an agricultural utility vehicle (10)
having an axle housing (32) for a rear axle and having a
bearing bracket (46) for movably mounting a side stabilizer
(48) which, in the operating installation position, brings about
a mechanical coupling of the bearing bracket (46) to a rear
power lift of the utility vehicle (10), wherein the bearing
bracket (46) - extends at least partially along a vehicle
longitudinal direction (38), - is fixedly connected to the axle
housing (32) in a mutual fastening region (56), and - is
connected to connecting means (60, 62) at a distance from
the fastening region (56) in the vehicle longitudinal direction
(38). The connecting means (60, 62) comprising - high
connecting means (60) which extend at least partially along a
vehicle vertical direction (40) for connecting the bearing
bracket (46) to a connecting point (72) of the axle housing
(32), and/or - transverse connecting means (62) which extend
at least partially along a vehicle transverse direction (42) for
connecting the bearing bracket (46) to a connecting bearing
(78) which is fixedly connected to a supporting structure of
the utility vehicle (10).
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Background of the invention 1. field of the Invention The
invention relates to a novel modular lightweight solar air
collector system for ventilation and heating systems, in
particular of monolithic plastic construction, for effectively
utilizing the wavelength-dependent radiation characteristic of
solar radiation. 2.
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A channelless ventilation device is described which serves
primarily for circulating the air in an enclosed space.
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Use of a plasma polymer layer as a separation layer for the
separation between mould and casting in non-ferrous metal
casting, wherein the plasma polymer layer comprises silicon,
hydrogen and carbon.
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Electric machine, geared motor with an electric machine and vehicle with an electric machine
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The invention relates to an electric machine (1) which
comprises two bearing plates (6, 7), a Stator (5) which is
arranged between the two bearing plates (6, 7) and has a
laminated stator core (11, 11 a) and stator windings (12)
which are arranged therein, and a rotor (3) which is arranged
in the Stator (5) and has a rotor shaft (2) which is rotatably
mounted in the two bearing plates (6, 7). The electric machine
(1) also has cooling channels (13) which are arranged
completely in the laminated stator core (11, 11 a) and are
surrounded by the latter. The invention also relates to a
geared motor (30) comprising such an electric machine (1)
and to a vehicle (20) comprising such an electric machine (1).

Vehicle structural component
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A vehicle structural component (10) is specified, comprising
at least one fibre-reinforced plastic insert (13, 15) and at least
one metallic element (12), by means of which a connecting
region of the vehicle structural component (10) is formed,
wherein at least one connection point (34) is provided on the
at least one metallic element (12), at which connection point
(34) the plastic insert (13, 15) is connected to the metallic
element (12) by an additional injection-moulded structure
(16) and which connection point (34) is provided on a tab (32)
of the metallic element (12), wherein the at least one plastic
insert (13, 15) overlaps with the tab (32) and the plastic insert
(13, 15) is spaced apart from the metallic element (12) in the
vertical direction of the vehicle outside the tab (32) with
respect to the state installed in the vehicle, wherein the
distance is at least as great as the height of the plastic insert
(13, 15), in particular at least five times as great.

Method and construction kit
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A method for producing a leaf spring device (1) produced
from a fibre composite plastic, comprising the following
steps: a) providing (S1) a construction kit (11), which
comprises a leaf spring device (2) produced from the fibre
composite plastic and a plurality of stiffening elements (8, 8A,
8a', 8 A ", 8B, 8b', 8 B", 8C, 8C') for locally stiffening the leaf
spring device (2), b) designing (S2) the leaf spring device (1)
according to a desired application, c) selecting (S3) stiffening
elements (8, 8A, 8a', 8 A ", 8B, 8b', 8 B", 8C, 8C') from the kit
(11) according to the design of the leaf spring device (1), and
d) combining (S4) the selected stiffening elements (8, 8A, 8a',
8 A ", 8B, 8b', 8 B", 8C, 8C') and the leaf spring device (2) to
form the leaf spring device (1).
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A method for producing a leaf spring device (1 a, 1B, 1 C)
produced from a fibre composite plastic, comprising the
following steps: a) providing (S1) a construction kit (8 A, 8 C)
which comprises a plurality of leaf spring elements (2 a, 2B,
2C, 3A, 3B, 3C)) of the leaf spring device (1 A, 1B, 1C)) which
differ from one another and are produced from the fibre
composite plastic, b) designing (S2) the leaf spring device (1
A, 1B, 1C) according to a desired application, c) selecting (S3)
leaf spring elements (2 A, 2B, 2C, 3A, 3B, 3C)) from the kit (8
A, 8C) according to the design of the leaf spring device (1 A,
1B, 1 C), and d) joining (S4) the selected leaf spring elements
(2 A, 2B, 2C, 3A, 3B, 3C) to form the leaf spring device (Ia, 1B,
1 C).
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Pick-up service trolley and waste pick-up device
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The invention relates to a receiving trolley which is designed
for use in a passenger transport means. The receiving service
carriage comprises a bottom side, two side walls and a cover,
a receiving space arranged within the receiving service
carriage, wherein the receiving space has support rails on
both sides designed for holding push-in means such as trays
or drawers, furthermore locomotion means arranged on the
underside, and a waste receiving device arranged in the
receiving space. The waste receiving device comprises a
circumferential holding frame, the holding frame having on
both sides a laterally projecting collar and at least one fin
complementary to the collar for guiding or supporting on one
of the support rails of the receiving space. The invention also
relates to a waste receiving device.
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A method for securing a movable machine part (10) of a
machine is specified, wherein a respective distance value is
measured by at least one contactless distance sensor (12ab) moved along with the machine part (10) along a plurality of
viewing beams (14) and the measured distance values are
compared with at least one adjustable distance threshold in
order to decide whether a safety-related reaction of the
machine is initiated. The topography of an environment (20,
22, 32) of the machine is detected and a respective maximum
distance from the environment (20, 22, 32) is determined for
the visible rays (14) on the basis of the topography, and the at
least one distance threshold is adapted on the basis of the
maximum distance.

F16P-003/14/2 |

|
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Method for producing a composite component, composite component and tool for producing a
preform component of a composite component
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The invention relates to a method for producing a composite
component (60), comprising the following steps: a) a flexible
component (40) is preformed to form a less flexible preform
component (42), b) the preform component (42) is backinjected or back-injection embossed with a plastic.
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The invention relates to a component (10) which is produced
at least in a partial region (TB) by means of an additive
production method. At least the partial region (TB) is
produced from an aluminium alloy which has 12% by weight
to 40% by weight of silicon, 2.1% by weight to 5.0% by weight
of magnesium and, as the remainder, Aluminium with
individually in each case a maximum of 0.30% by weight and
a total of a maximum of 1.5% by weight of further
accompanying
impurities.

elements

and/or

production-related

Vacuum valve for a vacuum transport system
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The invention relates to a vacuum valve for the gas-tight
closure of a valve opening for a vacuum transport system,
wherein the vacuum transport system comprises a transport
tube with a plurality of transport tube segments for
transporting a vehicle in the interior along the transport tube,
wherein the valve opening defines an opening axis, and
wherein the vacuum valve further comprises: a sealing
surface circumscribing the valve opening, a closure
component for gastightly closing the valve opening with a
circumferentially closed one-piece seal adapted to cooperate
with the sealing surface, and a drive unit for providing such
movement of the closure component relative to the valve
opening, characterized in that the closure component can be
adjusted parallel to a closure axis from an open position into
a closed position and back, wherein the closure component in
the open position at least partially frees the valve opening,
wherein the seal contacts the sealing surface in the closed
position and closes the valve opening in a gas-tight manner,
and wherein the closure axis is perpendicular to the opening
axis, wherein the courses of sealing surface and seal each
have a first and second main section and two side sections,
the two main sections lie in planes which are at right angles
to the opening axis and are spaced apart from one another,
and are connected at two opposite main section sides in each
case by one of the side sections.

Modular vacuum valve system for a vacuum transport system
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DE102020006403

Vacuum valve system (10) for substantially gas-tight closure
of a first valve opening (31) for a vacuum transport system,
comprising: a valve seat arrangement (30) having the first
valve opening (31) defining an opening axis and a first sealing
surface surrounding the first valve opening (31), a closure
component (20) for substantially gas-tight closure of the first
valve opening (31) with a second sealing surface (21)
corresponding to the first sealing surface, and a drive unit (50)
for providing a movement of the closure component (20)
relative to the valve seat arrangement (30). The valve seat
arrangement (30) can be combined with the transport tube in
such a way that a gas-tight transition is provided between the
valve seat arrangement (30) and the transport tube and the
first valve opening (31) corresponds to a tube cross-section.
At least the valve seat arrangement (30) and the closure
component

(20)

are

designed

as

separate

system

components which can be combined in a modular manner
and interact in the combined state, and the closure
component (20) can be combined in a modular manner with
the valve seat arrangement (30) in such a way that,
characterized in that the open position and the closed
position for the closure component (20) can be provided by
means of the movement which can be provided by the drive
unit.
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Modular vehicle roof system, having at least one roof module
(104) with a roof-module-side interface arrangement (128)
and at least one body-side interface arrangement (130),
wherein the roof-module-side interface arrangement (128)
and the body-side interface arrangement (130) correspond to
one another for joining the at least one roof module (104) to
a body, wherein the vehicle roof system comprises a first roof
module variant (126) and at least one further roof module
variant, wherein the first roof module variant (126) and the at
least one further roof module variant each have at least
approximately

identical

roof-module-side

interface

arrangements (128), roof module (104), The invention relates
to a method for producing a vehicle roof (100) comprising at
least one body roof section (102) and at least one roof
module (104). the invention also relates to a vehicle
comprising a vehicle roof (100) comprising at least one body
roof section (102) and at least one roof module (104).
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Footlever mechanism for a vehicle, having a bearing block (2),
a footlever (3) which is mounted on the bearing block (2) such
that it can pivot about a footlever axis (5), and a resistance
device by means of which a resistance moment (T) which
counteracts a pivoting movement of the footlever (3) about
the footlever axis (5) can be generated, wherein the
resistance device has at least one rotary actuator (12) which
has a Stator (14) connected to the bearing block (2) and a
rotor (15) connected to the foot lever (3) and rotatable relative
to the Stator (14) about a rotor axis (18).

Furniture formed from vertically and horizontally extending profiled parts, slide-in part for
furniture formed from profiled parts and drawer for furniture
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The invention relates to a piece of furniture (1) which is
formed from vertically and horizontally running profile parts
(5, 6) and has at least side walls (10) and a rear wall (11), the
profile parts (5, 6) delimiting compartments (F) with respect
to the side walls (10) and, if appropriate, the rear wall (11),
wherein one or more compartments (F) are provided with an
infill based on one or more plate parts, wherein furthermore a
horizontally extending profile part (6) has an inner and outer
marginal edge (12, And an imaginary point of intersection (S)
of two border edges (12, 13) running at right angles to one
another forms a corner (E) of the rectangle (R), and the
compartments (F) have a compartment depth (t) which is
determined by the perpendicular distance between the inner
and the outer border edge (12, 13) Of a horizontally extending
profile part (6), wherein a plate part (37), which has an inner
surface (53) extending parallel to a vertical plane (V), is
fastened within the depth (t) of the compartment (F) to the
inner surface (53) relative to the profile parts (5, 6). In order to
design a piece of furniture of the type in question in a
favorable manner, it is proposed that the plate part (37) is
fastened to a metallic plate (17, 36) having a uniformly
distributed cavity structure (20). The invention also relates to
an insertion part (3) and a drawer (39) for a piece of furniture
(1).
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In the method for forming a metal alloy made of a low-alloy steel, in which at least 0.2% by mass of carbon and at least 0.5%
by mass of silicon are contained, the semi-finished product having at least its austenitizing temperature is inserted into a
forming tool and coarsely formed while maintaining a cooling rate of between at least 30 K/s and at most 100 K/s and an
increased expansion rate of between 1/s and 100 1/s until the martensite starting temperature has fallen below. After
reaching a semifinished product temperature which is lower than the martensite starting temperature, the shaping is
continued at an elongation rate of less than 0.1 1/s and the semifinished product is slowly shaped close to the final contour
and the cooling rate is reduced to a value of less than 10 K/s, so that a diffusion-controlled homogeneous distribution of the
carbon in the semifinished product volume is achieved between the martensite start and finish temperature, and the forming
process is ended when the martensite finish temperature is not reached.
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Disclosed is a launch vehicle system (1) comprising a launch
vehicle (100) and a launch aid unit (200) that is or can be
detachably connected to the launch vehicle (100). The launch
vehicle system is set up to lift off in a horizontal launch by
means of the launch aid unit when thrust is generated by at
least one engine of the launch vehicle. In this case, after the
supersonic speed has been reached, the launch aid unit can
be detached from the further flying launch vehicle and is set
up to fly back to the earth's surface O after it has been
detached V/5 from the launch vehicle. The launch aid unit
preferably offers all structural supports required in order to be
able to use a launch vehicle, which has been designed for
vertical launch, or its essential components without structural
changes. The invention also relates to a take-off method for
a launch vehicle system (1) and to a production method for a
launch vehicle system (1).
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Composite motor vehicle brake drum for a motor vehicle wheel brake and novel twist-lock
production method therefor
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SUMMARY of the invention It is accordingly an object of the
invention to provide a composite brake drum, which
overcomes the hereinafore-mentioned disadvantages of the
heretofore-known devices of this general type and which, for
a composite brake drum, permits improved production in a
particularly stable and yet rationally further developed
manner in a flexible and weight-efficient manner and at
reasonable expense in a manner which protects resources
and in principle can be dismantled. To solve the problem, it is
proposed according to the invention that a novel motor
vehicle composite brake drum (1) for a motor vehicle wheel
brake of the drum brake type, at least one sheet-metal base
component (2) as a wheel hub interface with at least one
friction ring component (3) as a friction partner for at least
one friction lining be combined with one another, and wherein
the components (2, 3) have positively locking means (4, 4')
which cooperate with one another and which perform an axial
fixing and a rotational lock, such as in particular mutual
coaxial centring, in that a bayonet joint interface is formed.
The inventive bayonet construction also defines a novel

|

|

shear-twist joining process for the paired components (2, 3).
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Proposal is made for the simple and rational representation
of a detachably constructed motor vehicle composite brake
drum (1) made of different material components for a motor
vehicle wheel brake of the drum brake type, characterized in
that the at least one sheet-metal base component (2)
combines with one another as a wheel hub interface with at
least one friction ring component (3) as a friction partner for
at least one friction lining, and wherein the components (2, 3)
are fixed in a mutually centred manner by means of formfitting means, in that the form-fitting means has a holding
component (4) which can be handled separately.

|
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The invention relates to a gas bag module which is adapted
to be mounted on the roof (R) of a vehicle. This airbag module
has an airbag cushion (55), an Inflator (50) which is in flow
connection with the airbag cushion (55), and a housing part
(20). The housing part (20) has a front section (30) which
defines part of a housing for the airbag cushion (55) when it
is mounted on the roof (R) of a vehicle. The front portion (30)
having a first attachment flange (32) and a second
attachment flange (38) which are located in a plane (E1), a
bottom wall (35), which is arranged in a second plane (E2)
spaced apart from the first plane (E1); a first side wall (34),
which extends from the first fastening flange (32) to the
bottom wall (35) and forms a first angle (α1) with the first
plane (E1) and a second side wall (36) which extends from
the second fastening flange (38) to the bottom wall (35) and
forms a second angle (α2) with the first plane (E1). In order to
allow the housing a controlled deformation when the airbag
cushion expands, the first angle and the second angle are
both acute angles between 30 ° and 60 °, preferably between
40 ° and 45 °, in particular 45 °.
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The invention relates to a composite motor vehicle brake
drum (1) which is permanently assembled in several parts,
comprising several parts made of different materials, in
particular at least one base component (2) as a hub interface
and at least one friction ring component (4) as a friction
partner for at least one friction lining (6). SUMMARY of the
invention It is an object of the present invention to provide a
particularly stable and yet rationally further developed
improved production which is flexible and weight-efficient as
well as at reasonable expense in a manner which protects
resources. According to the invention, it is proposed that the
base component (2) is formed as a cup with a base and a
frame, and wherein the frame separately has at least one cam
projection (21) which engages positively in a cavity (22) of the
friction ring component (4) for torque transmission between
the base component and the friction ring component, or vice
versa.
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The invention relates to a composite motor vehicle brake
drum (1) for a motor vehicle wheel brake of the drum brake
type. SUMMARY of the invention It is an object of the present
invention to permit both a particularly rational component
production and a resource-saving, environmentally friendly,
high-quality (concentricity) efficient component joining,
characterized in that economically scalable constructional
size and/or design variations can be constructed permanently
and nevertheless flexibly for the purpose of representing
differently varied brake drum product lines. The object is
achieved by the features of the main claim in that at least one
sheet-metal base component (2) as a wheel hub interface is
combined with at least one friction ring component (3) as a
friction partner for at least one friction lining, and wherein the
components (2, 3) have positively locking means (4, 4') which
interact with one another, and in that the friction ring
component (4) is in the form of an annular casing of the
sheet-metal base component (2), and wherein the sheetmetal base component (2) is in the form of a central insert of
the friction ring component (3).
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Chemical rockets per vertical launch have proven themselves
for the transfer of useful loads into space. The proportion of
oxidizer (e.g. oxygen) in the total starting material is up to
about 75%. This is to be accelerated at the same time. Only
approximately 1-4% of the payload remains (target: low earth
orbit). air-breathing engines/ air heaters (for example
subsonic Ramjets) can utilize atmospheric oxygen at suitable
incident flow velocities. Challenging are low initial speeds at
maximum starting mass and with a greatly decreasing air
density with height. air heaters can be regulated only to a
limited extent. The concept is intended to enable an airbreathing vertical start and thus to increase the useable
payload portion. A high and flexible initial acceleration can be
achieved by combining conventional rockets and air heaters
(e.g. lateral auxiliary engines / boosters). The auxiliary power
units can be disconnected after being put out of operation. By
initially additionally feeding in oxygen and additionally flowing
in via flaps, oxidizer is additionally fed in a variable manner.
The flaps can be changed as guide systems, if appropriate
additionally via control systems. An adaptive geometry in
lightweight construction (e.g. cushions) makes it possible to
convert the engine shape from subsonic ramjet engines to
ramjets. Aerospace
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The invention relates to an aircraft having at least one main
rotor (13), at least one drive propeller (15) and a drive system,
wherein the drive system comprises a first electric motor
which drives the main rotor (13) and draws electrical energy
from a first drive battery, which drives the drive propeller (15)
and draws electrical energy from a second drive battery, and
a motor-generator unit, which comprises an internal
combustion engine and at least one generator for generating
electrical energy, which generator is electrically connected to
the first drive battery and/or the second drive battery. The
invention also relates to a flight control system.
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The invention relates to an aircraft having a drive system,
wherein the drive system has a power unit (20), at least one
drive battery and at least one electric motor which draws
electrical energy from the drive battery, wherein the power
unit (20) has a two-cylinder reciprocating piston motor (21)
with two cylinder-piston units (22, 23) In tandem arrangement
and at least one generator (30) for generating electrical
energy, wherein each cylinder-piston unit (22, 23) has a
crankshaft (27) and the crankshafts (27) of both cylinderpiston units (22, 23) Are mechanically coupled to one another,
and wherein at least one crankshaft (27), in particular both
crankshafts (27) in each case, is mechanically connected to
the at least one generator (30). The invention also relates to
further improvements of the aircraft and to an operating
method.
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The invention relates to a multipoint link (10) for a chassis of
a vehicle, comprising a body (11) which has at least two load
introduction regions (13) which are connected to one another
by a connecting section (14), wherein the body (11), and in
that the body (11) has a structure (18) which is porous at least
in sections in the interior, wherein the porosity of the structure
(18) is predetermined by the load to be absorbed by the body
(11).
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The invention relates to a multipoint link (10) for a chassis of
a vehicle, comprising a body (11) which has at least two load
introduction regions (13) which are connected to one another
by a connecting section (14), wherein the body (11)
constructed by a generative production method has at least
two base surfaces (12) which are arranged parallel to one
another and each have a completely closed surface, between
which an open-pore, porous structure (18) is formed, wherein
the porosity of the structure (18) in the connecting section
(14) is predetermined by the load to be absorbed by the body
(11).
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An adjusting device (1) for a vehicle seat assembly (2)
comprises a first adjusting assembly (10, 11), a second
adjusting assembly (12, 13) which can be moved with respect
to the first adjusting assembly (10, 11), and a locking device
(14, 15) which has at least one locking element (140, 150) and
an actuating element (141, 151), wherein the at least one
locking element (140, Locks the first adjustment assembly
(10, 11) and the second adjustment assembly (12, 13) with
respect to one another in a locked position, so that the first
adjustment assembly (10, 11) and the second adjustment
assembly (12, 13) cannot be moved with respect to one
another, and wherein the actuating element (141, 151) can be
actuated in order to adjust the at least one locking element
(140, 150) for unlocking the locking device (14, 15). A shaft
element (3) which can rotate about an axis of rotation (D) is
used to actuate the actuating element (141, 151). According
to the invention, the shaft element (3) comprises a cam
section (32, 33) which forms a contact surface (320, 330) for
acting on the actuating element (141, 151). the contact
surface (320, 330) is curved in a cross-section transverse to
the axis of rotation (D).
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SUMMARY of the invention The object of the invention is to
provide a long-lived, diffusion-open mattress made entirely of
straw which manages without a straw change and makes
possible different strengths by means of different fixings and
reinforcements of the straw. The invention relates to a
diffusion-open natural mattress (100) produced in a dry
process and having high sleeping comfort, made of
renewable raw materials, in particular straw (1), for use in
particular as a lay-on mattress or lay-on or padding. The
special feature of the natural mattress (100) is that it has one
or more dimensionally stable individual mattresses (111)
and/or partial mattresses (112) made of straw (1) which form
a movable, dimensionally stable, self-supporting natural
mattress (100) are fastened to one another by quilting and/or
sewing and/or weaving in themselves and to one another and
additionally have an outer, planar boundary (2) in alignment
with one another. Fixing (3) can also be carried out by means
of stitches which are firmly knotted on both sides at knotting
points (4). The fixing (3) is carried out without the use of
adhesive both vertically and continuously and horizontally
and/or crosswise; in addition, stabilisers of natural raw
materials can be used as the outer or intermediate wall. All
parts can be recycled completely by composting. The
invention makes cost-saving production and more efficient
Recycling possible.
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The invention relates to a lightweight wall comprising a local
reinforcement. The lightweight wall comprises a wall element
which is produced in sandwich construction and has a first
outer layer, a second outer layer and a core layer arranged
between them. In the core layer, at locally heavily loaded
positions of the lightweight wall, there is a recess into which
an

elongated

reinforcing

profile

is

introduced.

The

reinforcement profile has a first shoulder region, a second
shoulder region, a first sidewall, a second sidewall, and a
bottom support surface. The first sidewall is connected to the
first shoulder region and the second sidewall is connected to
the second shoulder region. The lower support surface
connects the first sidewall and the second sidewall such that
a cavity is formed between the first sidewall, the second
sidewall, and the lower support surface. With the shoulder
regions and the lower support surface, the elongated
reinforcement profile supports the first cover layer and the
second cover layer and thereby locally reinforces the
lightweight wall.
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The invention relates to a multifunctional dispenser (1) for
dispensing cleaning-active liquids (2), having a housing (3)
which has a first pot-shaped housing part (7) which is suitable
for receiving medical products (6) and a second pot-shaped
housing part (8) which is arranged thereon and is suitable for
receiving cleaning-active liquids (2). The first housing part (7)
defines a first central axis (10), has a fitting passage (11) for
the passage of medical products (6) and stores at least one
medical product (6) which is inserted into the first housing
part (7) through the fitting passage (11). The second housing
part (8) defines a second central axis (13) and contains
cleaning-active liquid (2). The multifunctional dispenser (1) is
also equipped with an actuatable liquid dispenser (14)
defining a central axis (16) for dispensing cleaning-active
liquids (2). The essential feature of the invention is that the
liquid

dispenser

(14),

when

actuated,

conveys

a

predetermined volume or a predetermined mass of cleaningactive liquid (2) from the second housing part (8) and either
introduces it into the first housing part (7) for wetting the at
least one medical device (6) arranged therein or dispenses it
to a user. The dispenser central axis (16), the first central axis
(10) and the second central axis (13) are coaxially aligned
with each other.
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<?claim?>
Transport device (1) for a scooter, in particular an electric
scooter, the transport device (1) comprising: a base body with
at least one bottom section (3) and with at least one side
segment (6) connected to the bottom section (3) for
bordering the bottom section (3), wherein the at least one
base section (3) and the at least one side segment (6)
together enclose at least one receiving space configured to
receive a pedal roller in a folded-in state, wherein the at least
one base section (3) forms a lower segment of the receiving
space; and wherein the base section (3) has at least one first
insert, configured for reinforcing the base section (3) and for
uniform weight distribution, of a weight of the pedal roller
received in the receiving space, via the base portion (3), and
wherein the base portion (3) has at least one folded seam (5),
via which a packing dimension of the transport device (1) can
be reduced in an empty state.
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<?claim?>
System for attaching accessories to a bicycle frame,
comprising an opening in the frame, wherein the opening can
be closed with a cover, wherein at least one holder for an
accessory part, in particular a bottle or tool holder, is attached
to the cover, wherein the cover can be removed by actuating
an unlocking member.
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<?claim?>
Mounting system for headlinings and similar garden furniture
with a wooden lying surface adapted to the human body
shape, suitable for one or more persons, in which the
transversely extending wooden slats of the lying surface are
mounted on at least two metal base supports adapted to the
lying shape, which consist of a main support and a steel strip
attached thereto, characterized in thatCharacterised in that
the main carriers (2) are provided at regular intervals p with
recesses (5) into which corresponding projections (8) of the
substantially horizontal steel strip (3) to be mounted at a 90 °
angle fit
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<?claim?>
Tool base holder with a tool receptacle for a cutting tool,
which can be fixed with a clamping claw, or for a tool holder
characterized in thatIn that the tool base holder surface has a
structured body surface outside the tool receptacle.

Stand for an image recording device, in particular a thermal camera, and system for detecting
objects comprising such a stand
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<?claim?>
Stand for an image recording device, in particular a thermal
imaging camera, wherein the stand (1) comprises a. a
fastening unit (5) for releasably fastening the stand (1) to a
base, b. a rotary plate (7) rotatable about an axis of rotation
(8) with respect to the fastening unit (5), c. a rotary drive (9)
for rotating the rotary plate (7) about the axis of rotation (8),
d. a base (18) fastened to the rotary plate (7) so as to be
pivotable about a pivot axis (19), e. a pivot drive (22) for
pivoting the base (18), f. a coupling unit (25) fastened to the
base (18) for releasably fastening the image recording device,
g. a current source (15) connected to the rotary drive (9) and
to the pivot drive (22), h. a control/regulating unit (14) in
signal connection with the rotary drive (9) and with the swivel
drive (22) for the controlled and/or regulated actuation of the
drives (9, 22), i. a remote control (28) in signal connection with
the control/regulating unit (14).
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Connecting system (1) for connecting a first prefabricated
component

to

a

second

prefabricated

component,

comprising a prefabricated connector (2) and a connecting
element, wherein the prefabricated connector (2) comprises
a base plate (3) and at least one anchor (4) connected to the
base plate (3) for anchoring in the first prefabricated
component and the connecting element is insertable into a
receiving element of the second prefabricated component,
wherein the base plate (3) lies in a base plane (5) and has a
through-opening (6) for the connecting element and the
cross-section of this through-opening (6) is larger than the
cross-section of the connecting element and wherein the
connecting system (1) has a positioning means (7) for the
free positioning and for the positive positional fixing of the
connecting element guided through the insertion opening (6)
in at least one direction lying in the base plane (5) of the base
plate (3), wherein the positioning means (7) has a first
eccentric ring (8) and a second eccentric ring (9) and wherein
the first eccentric ring (8) is arranged at least in sections in
the through-opening (6) of the base plate (3), wherein an inner
contour (12) of this through-opening (6) facing the first
eccentric ring (8) bears against an outer contour (23) of the
first eccentric ring (8) and wherein the second eccentric ring
(9) is arranged at least in sections in a through-opening (10)
of the first eccentric ring (8) and has a positioning opening
(11) for And wherein in an installation state of the connection
system (1) with respect to an axis of rotation (20) of the first
eccentric ring (8) there is a form-fitting connection between
the inner contour (12) of the through-opening (6) and a
section of the outer contour of the first eccentric ring (8),

|E04B-001/41

|F16B-005/02

|E04B-001/04/3*

characterized in thatCharacterized in that the outer contour of
the first eccentric ring (8) resting against the inner contour
(12) of the insertion opening (6) facing the first eccentric ring
(8) is formed by means of shear forming and/ or in that an
outer contour of the second eccentric ring (9) which bears
against an inner contour (13), facing the second eccentric ring
(9), of the through-opening (10) is formed by means of shear
forming and/or tension-compression forming.

Device for producing a one-piece hollow shaft from a tubular metal workpiece, hollow shaft
produced or producible therewith and use of the device
DE202022100872 U1
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<?claim?>
Device (V) for producing a one-piece hollow shaft from a
tubular workpiece (W) made of metal, wherein the device has:
a first press pot (PT1) and a press mandrel (PD); wherein the
first press pot (PT1) and the press mandrel (PD) are arranged
concentrically with respect to one another; wherein the first
press pot (PT1) is arranged movably along its central axis
(MPT1) and/or the press mandrel (PD) is arranged movably
along its central axis (MPD); wherein the first press pot (PT1)
has an inner contour, which can have a rotationally
symmetrical shape over its entire extent in the axial direction
or a part of its extent in the axial direction; wherein the press
mandrel (PD) has an outer contour, which can have a
rotationally symmetrical shape over its entire extent in the
axial direction or a part of its extent in the axial direction;
wherein the inner contour of the first press pot (PT1) and the
outer contour of the press mandrel (PD) are designed in such
a way that, when the inner contour of the first press pot (PT1)
acts jointly on the outer lateral surface of the tubular
workpiece (W) in the region of a first shoulder (S1) and the
outer contour of the press mandrel (PD) onto the inner wall of
the tubular workpiece (W) in the region of the first shoulder
(S1), the axial extent of the first shoulder (S1) along the
central axis (MW) of the tubular workpiece (W) is reduced, and
a tangent applied to a linear section of the first shoulder (S1)
or to an inflection point of the first shoulder (S1) encloses an
angle (β) of 60 to 120 °, preferably 70 to 90 °, with the central
axis (MW) of the tubular workpiece (W), wherein during the
action the first press pot (PT1) and the press mandrel (PD)

are arranged concentrically to the central axis (MW) of the
tubular workpiece (W) and for the action the press mandrel
(PD) is moved parallel to the central axis (MW) of the tubular
workpiece (W) in the direction of the first press pot (PT1); or
the first press pot (PT1) is moved parallel to the central axis
(MW) of the tubular workpiece (W) in the direction of the press
mandrel (PD); or the press mandrel (PD) and the first press
pot (PT1) are moved towards one another parallel to the
central axis (MW) of the tubular workpiece (W); the force
which bears against the first press pot (PT1) and against the
press mandrel (PD) and acts on the first shoulder (S1)
preferably being between 20 and 1200 kN, more preferably
between 20 and 1000 kN, in particular between 300 and 600
kN; wherein the first pressure pot (PT1) has a first recess (V1)
for receiving the first end (E1) of the tubular workpiece (W),
wherein the first depression (V1) has a first opening (O1) in
its edge region, wherein the internal diameter of the first
opening (O1) is between 95 and 110%, preferably between
100 and 105%, the initial diameter of the tubular workpiece
(W) at its first end (E1) or the outer diameter of the tubular
workpiece (W) at its first end (E1) prior to forming the first
shoulder (S1); wherein an outer diameter of the press mandrel
(PD) does not exceed between 75 and 100%, preferably
between 95 and 100%, of the inner diameter of the tubular
workpiece (W) outside the first forming region (U1) at any
point; and wherein the apparatus (V) has a first device (KE1)
which is suitable for applying a force to the first press pot
(PT1) and/or to the press mandrel (PD) in a direction parallel
to the central axis (MW) of the tubular workpiece (W), wherein
the force is preferably between 20 and 1200 kN, more
preferably between 20 and 1000 kN, in particular between 400
and 600 kN.
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<?claim?>
Modular lightweight wall (1) comprising uprights (2) and
ceiling

connections

(3)

and

wall

connections

(4),

characterized in that module components (5) comprising
planks (6) and insulating materials (7) are arranged between
uprights (2) and ceiling connections and wall connections (3,
4), wherein the module components (5) are formed in one
piece and have grooves (8) and/or tongues (9), wherein the
grooves (8) are formed from the planks (6) and the tongues
(9) are formed from the insulating materials (7), and the
planks (6) and posts (2) as well as ceiling and wall
connections (3, 4) consist of rapidly renewable raw materials
with low thickness swelling and high diffusion openness.

|
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Pneumatic distributing machine with a plurality of distributing members and distributing
member for such a distributing machine
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<?claim?>
Pneumatic distribution machine for discharging material to
be distributed, comprising - at least one storage container (1)
which is supported by a frame and has at least one outlet
opening (3); - at least one metering element (5) which is
arranged downstream of the outlet opening (3) of the storage
container (1) and has a rotatably driven metering roller for
metering the material to be distributed; - at least one transfer
chamber (7) which is arranged downstream of the metering
element (3) and which is connected on the one hand to at
least one fan (10) and which opens on the other hand into in
each case one conveying line (8), which are arranged at a
lateral distance from the longitudinal axis of the distribution
machine, characterized in that the distribution members each
have an impact body (16) which can be mounted on the free
end of a respective conveying line (8), which has a concave
reflection surface section (17) on each of two opposite sides
thereof, wherein the concave reflection surface sections (17)
diverge both in opposite directions and away from the free
end of a respective conveying line (8).
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Bicycle, in particular electric bicycle with modular rear structure
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<?claim?>
Bicycle, in particular electric bicycle (1 a, 1 b), having a bicycle
frame (2), the bicycle frame (2) having a rear structure (4),
characterized by a luggage carrier (10 a, 10 b) which can be
fastened to the rear structure (4) in a modularly exchangeable
manner and has wheel receptacles (22 a, 22 b) for a rear
wheel (12).
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A soil tiller (13) for preparing forest soils for tree planting,
comprising: • an excavator attachment tiller with - an
attachment bracket (02) for attachment to a movable boom
arm (12) of an excavator (11), - a motor, - two rotationally
driven transverse cutting heads (03), which are mounted on
both sides of the longitudinal axis of the mounting bracket
(02) and carry numerous milling cutters (04), wherein the
milling cutters (04) of each transverse cutting head (03)
describe a cylindrical milling circumferential surface during
its rotation, - a driven circulating milling chain (01) with further
milling cutters (04), the running direction of which runs
parallel to the longitudinal axis of the attachment bracket (02)
and which extends between the two transverse cutting heads
(03), wherein a front reversal line of the milling chain (01) lies
substantially in a plane tangent to the milling circumferential
surfaces of the two transverse cutting heads (03); • a ground
guide housing (14) which at least partially encompasses the
attachment bracket (02) of the excavator attachment milling
machine, having - fastening points for attachment to the addon bracket (02) and/or to the extension arm (12), - a cover
plate (15) which closes the floor guide housing (14) at the top,
- a housing casing (16) extending downwards starting from
the cover plate (15) substantially parallel to the longitudinal
axis of the mounting bracket (02), - a lower housing opening
opposite the cover plate (15), wherein the housing casing has
an axial extension, so that the two transverse cutting heads
(03) project out of the housing opening substantially
completely and the portion of the milling chain extending
between them projects out of the housing opening, - two skids
(17), which are attached to the housing opening running in a

feed direction and can slide on the forest floor, - an ejection
plate (18), which forms a section of the housing casing (16)
and exposes an ejection opening (19) between the runners
(17).
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Lightweight cross reality device with passive depth extraction
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A wearable display system including multiple cameras and a
processor is disclosed. A greyscale camera and a color
camera can be arranged to provide a central view field
associated with both cameras and a peripheral view field
associated with one of the two cameras. One or more of the
two cameras may be a plenoptic camera. The wearable
display system may acquire light field information using the
at least one plenoptic camera and create a world model using
the first light field information and first depth information
stereoscopically determined from images acquired by the
greyscale camera and the color camera. The wearable display
system can track head pose using the at least one plenoptic
camera and the world model. The wearable display system
can track objects in the central view field and the peripheral
view fields using the one or two plenoptic cameras, when the
objects satisfy a depth criterion.
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Liquid crystal phase shifter, manufacturing method of the same, and liquid crystal antenna
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Provided are a liquid crystal phase shifter, a manufacturing
method thereof, and a liquid crystal antenna. The liquid
crystal phase shifter includes a first substrate, a second
substrate, microstrips, a ground electrode, and liquid crystals
located between the at least one microstrip and the ground
electrode. The microstrip line is disposed on a side of the
second substrate facing towards the first substrate and
includes a first transmission line and a second transmission
line that are each a coil and are nested with each other in a
direction perpendicular to a plane of the second substrate.
The coiling transmission directions of radio frequency signals
transmitted on the first and second transmission lines are
opposite. The ground electrode overlaps both the first
transmission line and the second transmission line in the
direction perpendicular to the plane of the second substrate.
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Microplate reader
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A microplate reader having a receiving apparatus for
receiving a microplate having predefined dimensions and a
multiplicity of wells, and an optical detector for detecting an
optical radiation at respective individual ones of the wells of
a microplate that in the receiving apparatus. The receiving
apparatus is arranged to be movable in at least one spatial
direction by a positioning mechanism to position the received
microplate relative to the optical detector for successive
measurements at different wells. The movable receiving
apparatus has an interface device configured to provide an
energy and/or data connection and/or a media supply
connection and/or media disposal from the microplate reader
to an accessory apparatus for additional functions. The
interface device enables additional hardware provided as an
accessory apparatus, which can be inserted into the receiving
apparatus jointly with or instead of a microplate or some
other sample container, to be supplied with energy and
communication.
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Radome cover shell and opening kinematic
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An aircraft with an aircraft structure that comprises a radome
cover opening kinematic and a radome cover shell that is
adapted to enclose equipment in a nose region of the aircraft
in a closed position. The radome cover opening kinematic
may enable movements of the radome cover shell between
the closed position and an opened position and vice versa.
The radome cover opening kinematic may include a guiding
rail that is attached to the radome cover shell, and at least
three rollers that are attached to the aircraft structure,
wherein a first and a second roller are arranged on opposing
sides of the guiding rail, and wherein the second and a third
roller are arranged on the same side of the guiding rail. The
radome shell opening kinematic further comprises a radome
cover shell rotation stopper that can stop movement of the
radome cover shell at the completely opened position.
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An aircraft with an aircraft structure that comprises a radome
cover opening kinematic and a radome cover shell that is
adapted to enclose equipment in a nose region of the aircraft
in a closed position. The radome cover opening kinematic
may enable movements of the radome cover shell between
the closed position and an opened position and vice versa.
The radome cover opening kinematic may include a guiding
rail that is attached to the radome cover shell, and at least
three rollers that are attached to the aircraft structure,
wherein a first and a second roller are arranged on opposing
sides of the guiding rail, and wherein the second and a third
roller are arranged on the same side of the guiding rail.
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A kite control system for controlling a kite which includes a
plurality of rotators, a plurality of guiding elements locatable
between each of the plurality of rotators and the kite, a
plurality of adjustable deflectors, a plurality of deflector
guides configured to adjust the operational length of the kite
connecting line upon adjustment of the deflector, at least one
invert correlator for, when in use, inversely correlate the
adjustment of the operative length of the respective kite
connecting lines, wherein the plurality of kite connecting lines
includes the connection of at least one of the kite connecting
lines at the kite biased towards the leading end region of the
kite, and the connection of at least another kite connecting
line biased towards the trailing end region of the kite.
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Respiratory masks made of thermoformed EVA foam are
provided. A mask can include a seal that contacts a user's
face in use and a housing permanently joined to the seal. Both
the seal and housing can be made of EVA foam. The seal and
housing can be made of EVA foam having different densities.
The mask can further include a frame removably or
permanently coupled the housing. Headgear can be coupled
to the frame and can couple the mask to the user's face in
use.
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A device for cleaning a target includes a housing including a
base defining an inner circumference and a lid; a chamber
within the housing having a top within the lid, a bottom within
the base, and at least one UV reflective plate; at least one UV
emitter attached to the housing and positioned to emit UV
radiation into the chamber; and a support attached to the
base and located in the chamber, the support configured for
locating the target so that the UV radiation illuminates the
target. The support may be formed of a plurality of ribs and/or
a plurality of protrusions configured so that the target is
supported thereon without falling onto the base. The at least
one UV emitter may be upper and lower UV emitters, either or
both of which may be one or more arrays.
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A wearable display system for a cross reality (XR) system
may have a dynamic vision sensor (DVS) camera and a color
camera. At least one of the cameras may be a plenoptic
camera. The wearable display system may dynamically
restrict processing of image data from either or both cameras
based on detected conditions and XR function being
performed. For tracking an object, image information may be
processed for patches of a field of view of either or both
cameras corresponding to the object. The object may be
tracked based on asynchronously acquired events indicating
changes within the patches. Stereoscopic or other types of
image information may be used when event-based object
tacking yields an inadequate quality metric. The tracked
object may be a user's hand or a stationary object in the
physical world, enabling calculation of the pose of the
wearable display system and of the wearer's head.
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An insulating element for insulating a structural element in a
vehicle includes a carrier which has a first wall and a second
wall. A first rib and a second rib are arranged between the
walls. The insulating element also includes an expandable
material which is arranged between the walls and on both
sides of each rib. The insulating element also includes a
fastening element for fastening the insulating element in the
structural element.
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Tube section for evacuated tube transport system
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(Rigid) foams can be produced by heating a blowing agent containing polymers through the combination of thermal energy
with irradiation by microwaves.
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Systems and methods are provided for making aggregate
from comingled waste plastics. For example, there is
provided a method of making a preconditioned absorptive
resin aggregate, the method including: obtaining a supply of
granulated mixed plastic waste treated with a preconditioning
agent that comprises at least one of calcium oxide and
calcium hydroxide; mixing the supply of granulated mixed
plastic waste treated with the calcium oxide preconditioning
agent with one or more additives to form a plastic waste
mixture, the one or more additives comprising pozzolans; hot
extruding the plastic waste mixture to form an extruded
product comprising waste plastic material; cooling the
extruded product; and processing the extruded product to
form an aggregate. Products incorporating such aggregates,
such as, for example, lightweight construction blocks, are
also provided. Also provided are methods of forming a waste
plastics feedstock.
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Device and method for neural-network based on-chip spectroscopy using a plasmonic encoder
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A deep learning-based spectral analysis device and method
are disclosed that employs a spectral encoder chip
containing a plurality of nanohole array tiles, each with a
unique geometry and, thus, a unique optical transmission
spectrum. Illumination impinges upon the encoder chip and a
CMOS image sensor captures the transmitted light, without
any lenses, gratings, or other optical components. A spectral
reconstruction

neural

network

uses

the

transmitted

intensities from the image to faithfully reconstruct the input
spectrum. In one embodiment that used a spectral encoder
chip with 252 nanohole array tiles, the network was trained on
50,352 spectra randomly generated by a supercontinuum
laser and blindly tested on 14,648 unseen spectra. The
system identified 96.86% of spectral peaks, with a peak
localization error of 0.19 nm, peak height error of 7.60%, and
peak bandwidth error of 0.18 nm.
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Method for manufacturing a piston rod unit and a hollow shaft
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A piston rod unit and a method for producing a piston rod unit,
or a shaft, in light-weight construction, with a rod which is
hollowly-drilled by means of a deep bore into the rod shank,
and the resulting rod opening is closed subsequently by
means of a forging process.
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Modular Shielded Enclosures And Related Methods Using Glidable Shielded Walls
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Lightweight, glidable shielded components (e.g. doors) may
be used in conjunction with accredited enclosures to provide
electromagnetic, acoustic and CBR protection.
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Composition, organic photostimulated luminescent device, luminescent method and method
for designing composition for photostimulated luminescence
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Photostimulated luminescence, which allows energy or data
to be stored and released using electromagnetic waves as
both the input and output, has attracted considerable interest
in the fields of biomedical and informatics technologies, but
this phenomenon is mostly limited to solid inorganic
materials. Here, we report photostimulated luminescence
from purely organic blend films composed of electron donor,
acceptor, and trap/emitter molecules. In the films, charges
are accumulated as radical ions by ultraviolet light irradiation
and then extracted by near infrared light irradiation to produce
visible light. Films are capable of multiple cycles (>10 times)
of organic photostimulated luminescence, which was still
observable from films left in the dark at room temperature for
one week after excitation, and emission color could be varied
by changing the trap/emitter molecules. These findings will
broadly impact existing applications and provide new
prospects for innovative flexible devices.
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A pallet container includes a bottom, side walls that extend
from the bottom upwards, widening conically and/or in
stages, towards a peripheral container edge, and skids that
allow a fork of a forklift truck or other industrial truck to be
inserted. The bottom and the side walls are shaped such that
the pallet container can be nested in an identical pallet
container oriented the same way and can be stacked on an
identical pallet container that has been rotated relative to the
pallet container by 180° only in relation to a vertical axis. The
outer contour of the skids aligns with the outer contour of the
side walls.
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A hand-held wing is configured to include an inflatable leading
edge from which a substantially rigid boom extends which is
configured to be held by the user to guide the wing, with the
leading edge being configured to extend about V-shaped or Ushaped upwards (away from the surfer) in the direction of
approach.
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A mobile cart having a body and a canopy, the top of the body
having a work surface which includes a flat panel on a front
portion of the top and one or more open face top receptacles
on a rear portion, the flat panel horizontally slidable for
opening the front portion of the top of the body to reveal a top
storage receptacle. The rear having one or more rear panels
which can be opened to reveal a rear storage receptacle. The
front having an open face front receptacle on a portion of the
front. The bottom having four corners, each of its four corners
having a caster proximal thereto.
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Retractor assemblies and methods of using them to retract
tissue. A retractor assembly as described herein may include
first and second arms pivotally coupled and each arm formed
of a plurality of stacked and separated plates, spaced to
define a gap therebeween, providing strength while affording
a reduction in weight of the retractor assembly. The retractor
assembly may also include a ratcheting locking mechanism.
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A magnetic cosmetics tray has a tray portion. The tray portion
has a magnetic tray base defined by and circumscribed by a
tray sidewall. The tray sidewall includes a sidewall upper and
a sidewall lower. The tray sidewall further includes a sidewall
shoulder defined at a junction between the sidewall upper and
the sidewall lower. The sidewall shoulder is defined on the
sidewall inside surface. The magnetic tray base has a
magnetic layer. Cosmetic modules reconfigurably attach to
the magnetic tray base. A lid has a mirror side and a stand
side. The stand side includes a stand that pivots from a
stowed position to a deployed position. The mirror side
includes a mirror with a mirror edge. The mirror edge engages
to the sidewall shoulder when the lid is engaged to the tray
position.

Carrier system comprising a carrier and a mobile device for tilling the soil and/or for
manipulating flora and fauna, and method therefor
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The invention relates to a carrier system (10) comprising a
carrier (12) and a mobile device (14) for tilling the soil and/or
for manipulating flora and fauna, the carrier (12) having: a
drive (16) for moving the carrier system (10); a control system
(12b); an energy source (24), which co-operates with the drive
(16) and provides the voltage required for operation; a
receptacle (12a) for receiving and connecting to the mobile
device (14); a communication unit (30); a first communication
interface (36a) that co-operates with the communication unit
(30) in order to exchange data with the mobile device (14)
which has a dedicated interface (36b); and a second
communication interface (32) that co-operates with the
communication unit (30) and that at least receives control
data and forwards said data to the control system (12b) for
the pre-defined movement of the carrier system (10).
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stretchable
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interconnect

structure

for

electrically

connecting electronic devices and a method of fabricating a
stretchable interconnect structure for electrically connecting
electronic devices. The method comprises the steps of
providing an electrically conductive wire having a 3dimensional helical form; and embedding the electrically
conductive wire in a substrate made from an elastic material.
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Internal combustion engine and method for operating an internal combustion engine
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An internal combustion engine for producing mechanical
drive power by combustion of a fuel. The internal combustion
engine includes two or three rotary pistons which are
rotationally fixedly connected to an output shaft and rotatably
arranged in a respective annular cylinder, and at least one
passage between the annular cylinders and a respective
movable shut-off slide valve for periodically closing the
cylinders adjacent to the passage.
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Aircraft seat cargo container
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An aircraft seat cargo container is proposed, comprising a
sheet material main body, in particular a cardboard main
body, having a bottom wall, a back wall, a front wall and first
and second side walls that define a storage volume; and a
seating area fastening unit configured to receive an aircraft
seat belt for securing the sheet material main body.
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A ducted fan for an aircraft includes a rotor-side fan and a
stator-side duct that surrounds the rotor-side fan. The statorside duct includes an inner wall facing the rotor-side fan and
an outer wall averted from the fan. The inner wall and outer
wall each includes at least one layer composed of fiberreinforced plastic. At least two honeycomb cores are
arranged between the inner wall and the outer wall, the at
least two honeycomb cores abutting against one another in
an axial direction of the ducted fan. The honeycombs of the
at least two honeycomb cores extend at least substantially in
a radial direction of the ducted fan. A first of the at least two
honeycomb cores is, at least in a region of an abutting surface
that adjoins another of the at least two honeycomb cores,
enwound or encased by at least one layer composed of fiberreinforced plastic.
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Rear panel assembly of window air conditioner, window air conditioner, and window air
conditioner apparatus
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A rear panel assembly includes a rear panel body provided
with a vent and a motor bracket arranged at a side of the rear
panel body and connected to the rear panel body. The motor
bracket is at least partially opposite to the vent, and the motor
bracket is provided with an air hole to allow air to flow into the
vent through the air hole.
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A high strength high ductility complex phase cold rolled steel strip or sheet
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A cold rolled steel strip or sheet has a composition consisting of (in wt. %): C 0.15-0.25; Si 0.5-1.6; Mn 2.2-3.2; Cr≤0.8; Mo≤0.2;
Al 0.03-1.0; Nb≤0.04; V≤0.04; Ti 0.01-0.04; B 0.001-0.010; TUB 5-30; Cu≤0.15; Ni≤0.15; Ca≤0.01; balance Fe apart from
impurities, where the cold rolled steel has a multiphase microstructure comprising a matrix mainly composed of tempered
martensite and has a tensile strength (Rm) of at least 1380 MPa.

Tool for machining a workpiece
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The invention relates to a tool (1) for machining a workpiece
(3), said tool having a longitudinal axis (L), wherein the tool
(1) comprises a first machining region (5) and a second
machining region (7), wherein the first machining region (5) is
spaced apart from the second machining region (7) along the
longitudinal axis (L), and wherein a chip protection barrier (9)
is located between the first machining region (5) and the
second machining region (7), said chip protection barrier
being designed to prevent chips removed from a workpiece
(3) from passing from one machining region (5, 7) selected
from the first machining region (5) and the second machining
region (7) into the other machining region (7, 5) selected from
the second machining region (7) and the first machining
region (5).
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The provided systems, methods and devices describe
lightweight, wireless tissue monitoring devices that are
capable of establishing conformal contact due to the
flexibility or bendability of the device. The described systems
and devices are useful, for example, for skin-mounted
intraoperative monitoring of nerve-muscle activity. The
present systems and methods are versatile and may be used
for a variety of tissues (e.g. skin, organs, muscles, nerves,
etc.) to measure a variety of different parameters (e.g. electric
signals, electric potentials, electromyography, movement,
vibration, acoustic signals, response to various stimuli, etc.).
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Roller tappet for a fuel pump
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A roller tappet for a fuel pump includes an integral and hollowwalled guide housing, which has a drive-side edge that
encloses a roller mounted on a pin. The ends of the pin are
seated in openings in arranged in indented flat surfaces that
originate from the drive-side edge and are diametrically
opposite each other. An output-side edge of the guide
housing has a bridge piece that extends continuously from an
inner wall of the one of the flat surfaces to an inner wall of the
other flat surface. The bridge piece projects beyond the inner
wall towards the outer wall of the particular flat surface, and
the output-side outer face of the bridge piece has a contact
surface for a pump piston. The flat surfaces are completely
continuous from the drive-side edge to the output-side edge
of the guide housing.
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A storage device including least one storage container which
has an upper handle on an upper side and a front handle
mounted on a front side such that it can swivel about a swivel
axis. The front handle can be swivelled optionally into a nonuse position swivelled towards the container housing or into
a use position swivelled away from the container housing.
The front handle is assigned a front blocking device, which is
designed for unswivellably detachably blocking the front
handle in the non-use position thereof.
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Optimization design method for new composite structure under high-dimensional random field
condition
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Provided is an optimization design method for new
composite structure under a high-dimensional random field
condition. The method includes the following steps: firstly,
establishing

a

high-dimensional

random

field

model

considering spatially dependent uncertainty of material
properties and loads considering the complexity of a
preparation process and a service environment of a new
composite structure, and then establishing an optimization
design model of the new composite structure under the
influence of the high-dimensional random field according to
the high-rigidity and light-weight design requirement;
secondly, combining a stochastic isogeometric analysis
approach with a stochastic polynomial expansion enhanced
Dagum kernel Kriging surrogate model, and efficiently and
accurately calculating statistical characteristics of stochastic
responses of the new composite structure under the
influence of the high-dimensional random field; and finally,
rapidly obtaining optimal design parameters of the new
composite structure by utilizing a particle swarm optimization
algorithm. (FIG. 1)
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Diffusor lens, light source, method of fabricating a light source and method of illuminating a
scene
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A diffuser lens includes a first annular lens segment and a
second annular lens segment. The first and the second lens
segments are concentric. A refractive index of the first and
second lens segments in a cross-section along a plane
including an optical axis of the diffusor lens is described by a
refractive index

profile which varies in

a

direction

perpendicular to the optical axis. The refractive index profile
includes a first sub-profile, which describes the refractive
index profile of the first lens segment, and a second subprofile, which describes the refractive index profile of the
second lens segment. The first sub-profile transitions to the
second sub-profile at an interface. These first and second
sub-profiles have slopes with opposite signs.
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Land vehicles, modular systems for forming monocoques of
land vehicles, and methods of forming monocoques of land
vehicles using modular systems are disclosed herein. In
certain embodiments, the land vehicles are provided as
delivery vehicles and/or utility vehicles. A land vehicle
includes a monocoque supporting a plurality of wheels to
permit movement of the vehicle relative to an underlying
surface in use of the land vehicle.
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Sandwich wall construction formed of spaced-apart slabs with insulation in-between having a
high carbon content
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The invention describes the construction of more or less thin
house walls, of which the load-bearing panels are stabilized in
such a way that they have an insulating middle layer, the
middle layer containing carbon, which is brought in as
insulation material by means of suitable binders such as
cement, geopolymers, resins or foams or glass. In particular,
biochar mortars and biochar foams are used, which with the
help of fiber reinforcement of the outer stone slices become
self-supporting wall and facade elements, which are able to
store more carbon than what is produced in the form of CO2,
escaping into the atmosphere. Fiber-stabilized stone disks
with an insulating middle layer based on pyrogenic or
otherwise manufactured or extracted carbon are constructed
symmetrically and dimensioned in such a way that they can
absorb loads and buckling forces with a comparatively very
low weight. For this reason, in addition to its high carbon
content, the insulation material should preferably have
sufficient tensile stability.
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